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PERTINENT DATA IN INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS

FOR COUNSELING

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1947, when the writer made a study of record fold-

ers used in several states, of commercial folders,

permanent records, forms proposed by books, and health

records, he was somewhat amazed at the disagreement among

these forms as to items to be Included. As a result of

this study, he submitted a temporary cumulative folder for

guidance purposes to thirty representatives of elementary,

secondary, and higher education in Montana. After making

all changes and additions suggested by this panel of ex-

perts, he completed the Montana Guidance Folder. At this

time, the writer first saw the need for more conclusive

evidence regarding the selection of items pertinent for

counseling.

At a meeting of State Supervisors and Counselor

Trainers at Chicago in the spring of 1948, all those

present were assigned to one of eight committees on coun-

selor training in various areas of guidance services.

Seven members of the group were assigned to the Committee

of Individual Analysis. These seven then began a working

outline aimed at defining the area of Analysis of the

Individual for Counselor Training. The two initial ob-.



jectives were defining the competencise which should bet

developed in the area and developing methods for attain-

ing these competencies. This Committee then held the

Middle States Conference at Lincoln, Nebraska, in June of

2945, which attempted to further determine the competen-

cies necessary for counselors. At the Eighth National

Conference of States Supervisors and Counselor Trainers,

held that fall in Washington, D. C., the original committee

was expanded to 14 members, representative both geograph-

ically and educationally of the profession of counseling.

The Committee on the Analysis of the Individual edited the

work of the Middle States Conference and in many instances

modified the contents. None of these groups worked on

methods of attaining these competencies. The opinion of

the leaders of the conference was that the implementation

should be left to those actually working on the local

level as counselor trainers. The work of these conferences

produced evidence of the need for information concerning

competencies in analysis of the individual and especially

in determining on a national basis those data which were

pertinent to the analysis of the individual.

The Report Of The Committee On Analysis Of The Individual.

The initial report (2:1), concerned with the training

of counselors and guidance workers in the analysis of the

individual, stated that:



Special emphasis was placed on the competencies 3
requisite to a well-trained worker. The report
takes the general point of view that counseling
of pupils is dependent upon the counselor's cos.
potence in using a wide variety of information
about the individual. The Analysis of the Indi-
vidual is concerned primarily with the collection,
organisation, and use of these data.

Definition of Individual Analysis. The analysis of

he individual, was taken to mean (2:1):

The collection and organisation and UAW of data
that distinguish each person from each other
ono, with particular concern for information
which counselors and guidance workers can use in
counseling pupils and referring them to other
consultants, schools or principals, in assisting
teachers with problems of individuals and groups,
in providing the school staff with data that may
have implications for the construction of the
curriculum, and in providing the administrator
and his staff with data that may have implications
for the administration of the school and its rela-
tionships with the community.

/Misting condition. ..14 training counselors in Individ-

ual Analysis. The Committee felt that the conditions which

existed in the area were: an inadequate pattern of courses;

a lack of balance in courses; that courses frequently empha-

sised the group rather than the individual; inadequate

teaching of methods of organizing data; frequent inadequate

interpretation of data; confusion regarding the pertinency

of the items used in counseling (this is an additional ob-

servation); and a better integrated program was needed,

generally, in counselor training.

Suggested Competencies La Individual, Analysis. The

six competencies in the area were intended to be typical

and suggestive, but not completely inclusive. They
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represent the CommitteO s opinion of a desirable minimum.

The six competencies (2:5-25) were:

1. To be proficient in the techniques and tools
in recording, maintaining and preserving data.

S. To know what data are likely to be pertinent.

3. To be profielent in the use of tools and tech-
niques in obtaining data.

4. To be able to organise data relative to patterns
of behavior and development.

5. To be able to interpret the relationship between
data about the individual and the educational
aims and objectives of the school.

6. To be able to interpret the relationship between
data about an individual and his educational, vo-
cational, and developmental opportunities.

Such information must be as complete as possible in respect

to any problem under consideration. It must also be so

organized that analysis of the causes of the problem can

be made by competent counselors.

Comp,tencies In knowing what &Iglu pertipent.

8ince problems Of individuals require information from

many areas, it is essential that certain basic information

always be available. Counselors should be proficient in

knowing what data should be collected about individuals.

For example, counselors frequently utilise such informa-

tion as that concerning the individual's physical,

intellectual, *nodal, emotional, occupational, educational,

familial, and ethical status and development. This soaps-

teney according to the Committee (2:5) includes the

ability:
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To ditiralegtAksaAsaa.simpirlizeStj, Profi-

ciency-1.n this respect demands an understanding of
the principal causal elements in human behavior
and knowledge of the data which frequently reveal
the operation of these factors. The counselor also
suet know the common problems that are likely to
confront youth, and possess skillin selecting and
interpreting the data usually pertinent to such
problems.

.10.1 eatr Iht 10.11r.lei
&Rd MI JAI: Jru .:10h ltt 10.1nRel. The wide
liviersity of information mentioned earlier in
this section ordinarily must be obtained from
many sources. The counselor must know the persons
or agencies likely to possess this information and
know howto obtain the needed information in a pro..
fissional and effective manner. There also are
many instances in which needed information is not
available from these sources. Consequently, the
counselor oust be able to encourage the develop-
ment of such resources as well as to establish
data gathering procedures within his own program.

Too se *Ri Ireeera da s~so .1P-alt VAX MX
IJiLik

riidily. Toulon meGode cii present
rpriTing ata must be understood in

order that other professional workers may make
maximum use of those records developed and used
for counseling situations. Data are effective when
they can be interpreted in terms of the problems
which confront the individual. Competence in or-
ganising data is closely related to the counselor's
understanding of the common problems of youth.
These problems usually demand that comparisons be
made between two or more types of data from as many
different areas. The counselor, therefore, must be
competent in organizing and presenting information
so that data commonly needed in comparisons are, if
feasible, on a common scale of measurement and
readily accessible for comparison.

1;M Specific Purposes 21 Study,.

The specific purposes of this study, based on the

three abilities regarding Pertinent Data n Individual

Malys/819z Counseling are to determine:



1. What data experienced counselors have found
pertinent, necessary, and valuable, in coun-
seling pupils.

What experienced counselors have found to be
the sources of data and to what degree they
have utilised these sources.

How counselors believe data should be organ-
ised, made available, and presented so that
they Rey use it readily.

These purposes correspond closely to those listed in the

questionnaire and to those competencies listed by the

Committee on Analysis of the Individual: for use in coun-

seling.



CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT or INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS

One of the most important studies to be undertaken is

the determination of basic data to be used in the analysis

of individuals. Although we continually see students and

talk with them, it is very diffioult to identify those

data which should be utilised as *Julius essentials* nor-

tinent facts are needed for each student since these are

unusually important in helping them solve their problems

of adjustment* This is well expressed by Jones (33:114)

when he says that, "Potentially, every feet is valuable,

but we cannot hope to obtain then all* Completely adequate

guidance can be given only when we have the most important

facts about the individual The first part of this chap-

ter is concerned with this need for uniformity in securing

these *most important foots" about individuals. Tai gather=

inn or determining pertinent data in studying individuals,

there should also be definite information on how they are

to be used. Since the individual collecting data needs

this informmmmation, a survey of uses of data has been made

n the last part of this chapter.

The WA For Mes arch ula Iwit ideal Analys

The mead for tniformity of items in records has been

recognised for sortmetims. However, little has been done
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to solve the problem until rather recently. This see on

will present the results and conclusions of those who have

tried to establish uniform lists of pertinent items. In

1925, Mock (29:134-189) reported that,

Approximately half of the items which are now re-
corded apparently represent the idiosyncrasies of
those who devised the forms. It is possible that
a few of these have a real significance which the
makers of other record forms have failed to real-
ise. Heterogeneity is the rule instead of the
exception with regard to the items which are
metually kept on record forms.

The validity of this statement seems to be supported by

the fact that only 98 items out of the 1,516 had frequen-

cies of 25 or more on the record forms he studied. Later

be (28:214.30) concluded that,

It was characteristic of school men to talk about
eliminating data from records, but when the actual
*construction of forms was under way, they found so
such material that seemed important that many forms
are devised and numbreus items recorded in spits of
protests to the contrary. If school men can agree
upon data which are essential, forms containing
such data should be devised and universally adopted.
These views are well supported by other research
and other authors have also talked of extensive
adoption of essential forme.

In 1926 Troxel and Koos (68:233-25?) examined forms

of 102 schools and found 450 items. They concluded that

there was great diversity as to number of forms, types of

forms, mechanical feature; and in the notion as to what

items should be included. Johnson (32:114.122) in a

study, suggested by Troxel and woos, found 38? items on

forms from 249 schools. He then had these rated by 4?
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principals and 13 specialists who disagreed greatly on

the items needed.

In Brook's study (10: 32.4 9) in 1936 of over 500

record forms used in California he found that 663 differ-

ant items ware used. Apart from "pupil's name" he found

consistent agreement on no other item. The chief charm,-

teristic of California records was diversity in almost

every phase of the study. He concluded that, "Relatively

few comprehensive research studies have been made on the

subject of secondary school cumulative records and these

investigations show the need for further research."

In his study (2942) of pertinent guidance data for

teacher use, Woolf (73 :61.46) found that there was need

for a more generally accepted list of items for pupil roc

ord forms. The items appearing in the books, articles,

and in the pupil record forms he studied varied greatly.

In his study he found that the ratings of experts and

teachers differed considerably on many items; and most of

the present record systems are inadequate.

Cox (11:36) reports that, "Counselors say that they

get little material on social adjustment and that much of

it is out of date or so unreliable as to be of little use."

There are also indications in other parts of the study

that counselors do not have complete information in many

other areas.
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Leonard and Tucker (36:6) oonclud d that, "It is

disappointing to note that 670 schools with fairly good

guidance programs are seriously handicapped by the lack

of comprehensive data about entering pupils." They found

lack of agreement between elementary and secondary levels

on the pertinency of items and lack of opportunities for

many counselors to assist in the development of records.

After his work on the New Tork City W. P. A. project

on records over a period of several years, Allen (1:62)

states that:

Lack of conclusive knowledge of the relative
significance in an individual's growth of
various abilities and experiences has compli-
sated the problem of developing adequate
cumulative pupil records in schools and col-
leges. The value of record depends as much
upon the ability of teachers and others to
observe, record, and use significant data as
upon the validity and pertinency of the data.

He definitely believes that further research is needed in

this field and related areas.

According to Segel (611:33):

Research is needed to establish more firmly
the validity of many of the individual item*
used in cumulative records. Those which can
be subjected to objective evaluation should
be investigated as to their value in the
prognosis of 'mosso in the immediate work
of the school, attainment in formal subject
Natter and in the more informal group activ..
Meet as well as in the prognosis of educa-
tional and social behavior over a period of
time. Such research is basic to immediate
and to core remote pupil gsati dance.

Mb accepts the research which has been done but points to

the need for the establishment by additional research of a
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r type of information. This is one of the objectives

of the writer's study.

cininigil lar Zees ilrfs

there present opinions which indicate the need for

uniformity in records.

finch and Segel ($2: believe that:

The value for guldens t of items in the individual
inventory should be thoroughly tested. The inclu
sion of each item in the individual inventory
should be decided upon the basis of the objective
evidence of its value in the discovery of unsus-
posted abilities, readiness for training program*
and possible handicaps to be overcome.

true that objective evidence regarding data must be

*4 but there Should be no attempt to exclude subjeo..

evidence where it is of value.

Bailey, Laton, and Blehdp (4:7) feel that:

Some items recorded about pupils by specialists,
interested in only one aspect of the individual's
personality often help us very little toward bet-
tor understanding of a child an a person. They
believe that *What the student of children needs
is a selected list of items on which information
can be ordinarily obtained without too much
trouble or expense and for which the significant*
in a child's life can be more or less certainly
pointed out.'

This statement is very pertinent to the purposes of

study. Jones (33:116-118) believes that, *It is usu-

al good plan to have continually before um a fairly

complete list of all important data so that we msy not

overlook some usable and important facts. Every effort

should be made to se* that the data recorded are reliable

and that foots that are really important are included
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Items solested in this and other similar studies can be

used to assist in lists of data for records and scaled

lists of items.

Strung (60:163-203 Ys that:

Research is needed that will establish a basis
for choosing the best record system for a par
ticuler situation and for insuring its effective
use. Research helps the personnel worker under-
stand the meaning of the various items of
information contained in records. A knowledge
of the results of previous investigations helps
the personnel worker to direct his attention to
items of importance in individual development.
All of these kinds of studies give the personnel
worker and his committees of teachers sounder
basis for selecting items to record.

Her approach to the subjest of need is a practical one,

but too often her methods are not used in the development

of rewards.

As late as 1948, Pulliam (80:22) said that:

The need for guidance of school personnel through -
out the nation in the maintenance and further
development of adequate recording and reporting
forms and procedures has continued to grow. The
lack of availability of the reports of previous
committees, which are now out of print, and the
development of new areas in an evolving program
of education, which require integration into the
school recording and reporting plan, have combined
to increase the present used for a comprehensive
study embracing the entire scope of the school re-
cording and reporting problem.

There is always a danger that formal records may be-

come over elaborate. In this respect Ruch and Segel (52:2)

point out that oft=

The volume of information recorded becomes so
great that the significance of many basic facts
may be lost -- a situation often described as



inability to so' the forest booms* of the trees.
lash proposed entry on the inventory should be
subjected to the question, ',het contribution
will this it make toward the diagnosis of the
Child's interests, capacities, aptitudes, Unita.
tiens, and vocational possibilities?'

Ono of the purposes of this study night be to give such

assistance as these authors suggest in order to keep ree

ords from becoming too burdensome.

ses 2f. Pertinent aiLa Cumulatire fiords.

Sven though we have lists of items established by rod.

search, we need to have in mind the sass that will be made

of the data to be collected. Sines emphases may differ in

**heels and in committee, data must conform to the uses

which are prevalent or receiving most attention.

of data Audetorninod °option Segel (53:36)

indicates spocific uses of cumulative records at the ells-

sontary and Junior high school level where they are to be

used as follows:

In the study of the needs of pupils is an instrue-
tional field; in the discovery of souses of behavior
difficulties and failures; in the identification of
gifted pupils; to assist in the discovery of special
abilities; and in furnishing a basis for advising a
pupil who wishes to leave school during or at the
end of the junior high school period. At the high
school and college levels they are of value in di.-
ternining the type of educational course which best
fits the student; in advising the student in the
choice of schools when graduating from a school or
otherwise transferring from one school to another
in advising the student as to the efficient use of
his tine; and in placement.
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This list seems to cover largely the educational and

vocational aspects of guidance. Unfortunately, he planes

little emphasis on the broader phases of adjustment, This

is especially true of the uses which have been listed for

data in the high school.

Strang (60:19349?), approaching the problem with

different point of view, believes that °simulative person-

nel records should be used in:

Guiding student development, identifying talent,
detecting and preventing incipient malad:ustaent,
dealing with personal problems and crises, making
educational, vocational, and recreational plans,
holding case conferences and conferences with
parents, placing students in jobs, writing rec-
ommendations and making referrals, making teachers
'child conscious', administrative uses of records
such as reports and school census, in-service
education through cumulative records, and evalu-
ating the school program.

These uses of records sees to give a broader coverage of

adjustment problems of all types. They are simply stated

to the point, and appear to be more useful in meeting the

needs it the sebool population.

Traxler (64:13-14) believes that cumulative records

should:

finable teachers to get esquainted with new pupils
quickly, and very useful In dividing classes into
small groups for purposes of instruction, help
teachers and counselors identify the weaknesses
of individual pupils and plan treatment, enable
the school to discover the pupils with unusually
high general mental ability and to plan special
work in lint with their interests, help the school
discover special talents in pupils which should be
developed, furnish leads to reasons why pupils are
not happy and well adjusted in the school, provide
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information which may be used in conferring with
pupils about achievement, contain information
which may be used in conferring with pupils about
problems of behavior, serve as a 'basis of (loafer-

once with parents about the ability, achievement,
growth, and the school adjustment of their child.

rens contain information useful in conference with
teachers about individual pupils, are useful in
guiding pupils into or away from certain courses
thus reducing failures through careful planning
based on available evidence, are especially valu-
able in helping pupils and parents make plans for
the pupil's career after graduation, furnish much
of the information used in slaking case studies of
certain pupils, form an excellent basis for reports
to colleges and to prospective employers.

This is one of the most complete lists of uses. rt seems

to cover the entire areas of vocational guidance and per -

sonal and social adjustment.

Allen (1 :8) says that data about an indi vi dual may be

used for a number of specific purposes, such as the follow.

ing

To secure an overall picture of the past experiences
of each student, to facilitate the study of excep-
tionally able and exceptionally handicapped children,

to help a teacher determine the characteristics of a
group of students, to aid in discovering the extent
to which students are progressing toward the object-
ives which the school has accepted, to provide data
essential to an adviser when he attempts to aid stu-
dents in selecting curricular and extracurricular
experiences and when he endeavors to promote their
social, health, educational, and vocational adjust-
me nt.

These purposes are more general and need further elabora-

tion. Allen does this in a half-page description of the

phase of each use. These purposes grew out of Allen's two

year survey of records in New Tork City,
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In studies of guidance in Saginaw County, Michigan*

(MIN 1) the following uses were listed by a committee:

By the teacher to enable her to understand the
child better and to place him in the group best
suited to his functioning effectively, by the
teacher to check on whether the student is

achieving up to the level of his capacity, to
determine whether the student is exhibiting
demonstrated aptitude for vocational or educa-
tional goals, to determine whether interests and
aptitudes exist that are usable in occupations
not previously considered by the student, by the
counselor to help place the student in a trade
or in a position leading to such a trade, by the
counselor to find the cause of certain tendencies
and habits, by prospective employers, to include
useful information pertaining to health of the

child.

Educational and vocational guidance are well emphasised by

this group of teachers and counselors, but the more spe-

cific personal adjustment seems secondary. These are

actually objectives as established by this group for a

specific plan of guidance in a county«

In the Montana Guidance Folder (40 :4) data are said

to be of value:

In assisting the student to become progressively
more self - directing, in assisting the pupil in
the matter of self evaluation, to help pupils to
understand themselves and appreciate the impor.
tanee of individual differences, to assist the
pupils in intelligent selection of their life's
work, to give the teachers a greater factual
basis for understanding and helping their pupils,
to create an awareness in the pupils of the im-
portance of their interests, aptitudes, achieve -

ment, personality, and opportunities in the
selection of a vocation, and to provide a basis
for coordinating the entire school program so
that the curriculum will be based on pupil interest,
abilities, opportunities, and needs.
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These definitions are brief and give emphasis to practic-

ally all phases of guidance programs. Their purpose was

to expedite the expansion of guidance services at the

local level by means of specific objectives.

Dm al determined b& researob. The data contained

in Class Record Form devised by Woolf (73:163) in his

study are said to meet the following objectives:

Provide a device whereby a picture of the status
of the whole class may be quickly secured; pro-
vide a means whereby teacher attention may be
focused on different phases of child development;
coordinate in one focal plane, the class room and
the results of the work of the various school
agencies concerned with child welfare; furnish
information which can serve as a basis for school
program and curriculum re-organization; furnish
information which can serve as a basis for pro-
motion; serve as a learning device that results
in helping teachers develop a more wholesome re-
spect for child personality; provide the next
teacher of the children with valuable, concise
information, so organized that it can be easily
used; and furnish the principal and teacher of
the next administrative school unit with valuable
information.

These objectives are primarily for instructional purposes

in a situation where the classroom teacher does all or

most of the guidance.

is a survey in California of 471 administrators and

16? guidance workers and 122 others, Brooks (10:85) deter-

mined the uses or functions of records. Of those surveyeek

700 indicated improvement of class-room methods, 369 giv-

ing information on individual differences, 390 assisting

In guidance, 357 assisting in all phases of guidance, 324
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to motivate pupil's werk, 53 assisting in research, 352

giving direction to administrative policies. This study

gives a convincing summary of the importance of pertinent

data in counseling and teaching. Concerning data for

transcripts, employers, and general information, one might

conclude that those surveyed felt that data on records was

not very valuable for these pOrpososs

sammarY of at functiops of,cumuletive records. In

In Table I, page 19, this study extended the summary of

opinions of selected writers made by Brooks (10:49). This

has been done by adding the stated uses from eight writers

whose lists are quoted in this part of Chapter Ir. This

Table includes Brooks. expert opinion study of uses which

WI made in California. The eight groups of opinions added

sees to place further weight in the areas concerned with

instruction, educational guidance, and vocational guidance,

and general adjustment of pupils. It is no doubt true

that the title and purpose of the text or article might

influence the evaluation of uses. In spite of this, re-

search, statistical, and business purposes are in the

opinion of all BO writers, a very secondary factor.

A summary of the uses of &Iola cumuletiveyecords.

?here seems to be agreement amuck the BO writers that the

primary funetions of records are to improve methods, pro.

mote effective guidance, to diagnose difficulties, to

motivate eohool work to make recommendations, to provide



TABLE I
USES OF CUMULATIVE R D MIS AS INDICATED BY SELECTED WRITERS IN THE FIELD

USES
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co Ps oi. Ilk 14 14 VII NI la Mg CO oral 14

1. Recommendation to others x x X x x 1 X 2 x x x 10
2. improvement of methods X Xxx x x x 7 x x x x x x x x 15
3. Motivation of school work X X 2 xxxxx xxx 10
4. Diagnosis of difficultios x x x x 4 xxxxx xx 11
5. Check on effectiveness of x x ex x x x5

curriculum
6. Guidance X X x x x x 6 xxxxxx x x 14
7. Means of utilizing test results x 1 1
8. Adm. of duo. effectively x x x 3 x x x II
9. rapl. of good bus. procedures * x 2 2
10. Rsarch x x x 3 x x x 4
11. Source of data for taxpayers x 1 1
12. Data for reports x 1 x x X 4
13. Data for discussion with parents x x E x x 4
14. Data for all interested in child x lxx xxxxx II
15. Suggestions for remedial measures x l x x x x x xT
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data to a11, and to provide data for use with parents.

Secondary functions on which there is some agreement are

research, administration of education, and checking the

effectiveness of the curriculum.

On the basis of writer opinion and research, findings,

Brooks (10:50-51) concludes that the four most important

functions of cumulative records are:

To improve classroom teaching methods by giving
the teacher access to information regarding the
individual differences of his pupils; to assist
in all phases of guidance of pupils in educa-
tional activities, personal and social develop-
ment, vocational choice, course of training
necessary, and future placement, and follow-up;
to meet requirements of and provide basis for,
reports to school superintendents and local
boards of education regarding eligibility of
the pupils for promotion or graduation to sec-
ondary schools and institutions of higher
learning; to employers regarding pupils who are
applicants for jobs or for advancement, and to
county and state authorities; and to assist in
research.

The conclusion to be made regarding records accepts

findings of Brock' (10) comprehensive study in regard to

use. Additions made by this study's survey of uses

strengthen the conclusion that pertinent data about the

individual is important primarily and equally for instrmo

tional and counseling purposes. Resaareb, administrative*

business, and other related purposes are very secondary in

the opinion of 20 authors of books or articles and over

400 teachers, administrators, and guidance workers. Any

study of pertinent data in individual analysis should
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concern itself primarily with instructional and guidance

purposes and secondarily with other phases of the use of

records.
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CHAPTER III

THE SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE, SOURCES,

AND METHODS CV THE STUD!

Significance Of The ,8tu4y.

This is the first study on any sesprehensive basis

that has made use of the expert opinion of experienced and

trained counselors to determine which items are met per-

tinent in individual analysis for counseling purposes.

The only other recent study of this type that is eosparable

in else was made by Brooks (10) who included 103 counsel.

ors fret California. However, part of the value, from a

counseling standpoint, nay have been lost when this study

included several hundred administrators and teachers.

NUnsrous studies utilising the frequency of use of it.*

on record as a criteria, report a huge number and diver-

sity of items found on records (see Chapter II).

No similar studies have been approached in number

and geographical distribution, the 535 counselors who are

Included in this study. As far as can be determined this

is the first study sine that of Allen (1) in 1943, which

analyses a comprehensive list of items in the area of

individual analysis. Furthermore, it is the first study

of items in the area of individual analysis since that of

Woolf (93) in 1939 which sakes use of expert opinion.
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The ,seope 2,c The dy.

The study as initi ally planned was to cover the 48

states, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.

There are no returns In the study from le states and

Puerto Rico. Colorado, Louisiana, and New Mexico answered

letters requesting lists of counselors by saying that their

programs were Just beginning and that they knew of no

sounselors meeting the qualifications requested. Alsbana

suggested two schools having counselors, both of these

answered questionnaires. Kentucky said that they had no

state supervisor of guidance services but the writer made

contacts by asans of another doctoral candidate's study

and 14 completed questionnaires were received from that

state. Hawaii responded well on the high school level

but no college questionnaires were answered. The District

of Columbia indicated that they had a ruling against ani.

wering questionnaires. Although the initial letter

asked for ten college counselors and 15 high school coun-

selors the number actually received ranged from two to O

in the states.

No attempt was made to Include counselors working in

private agencies, employment counselors, clinical comm.

selore working in Veterans Administration officee, where

they were not associated with high schools or colleges.
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Sonnies And Itethod4 f Coll trop IL Data.

psvelopmentignant questionnaire. Tho questionnaire

use developed after studying the Cumulative Guidance Fold..

ors of Montana, Kansas* Utah, California* Missouri, and

Alberta (Canada); the forms of the American Council on

Refutation* Washington* D. C.; the Gilbert Cumulative Rec-

ord Folder of Doubleday Brothers and Conpany of Kalamazoo*

Miohigan; the Guidance Cumulative Folder of the Chronicle

at Port Byron, New lark; and the Cumulative Record Folder

of the Educational Test Bureau at Minneapolis. Other

forms used were the Guidance Card Folder of the Bridgeport,

Connecticut schools; the Oak Ridge, Tennessee Cumulative

Folder and other forms; the Cumulative Record Folders of

Libby and Chinook, Montana; the Oswego, New *fork Cumula-

tive Guidance Record cards; four different Pupil Personnel

Record forms of the Board of Education of the City of Now

York; the Occupational Adjustment Record of the Denver,

Colorado Public Schools; the state of Maryland High School

Record (a card); the Educational Experience Summary of the

War Manpower Commission; the High School Victory Corps

Inventory; the Postindex Permanent Records of the state of

Montana; the permanent record of the Department of Public.

Schools at Waltham, Massachusetts; the Cumulative Health

Record and the Medical Examination Blank of the Montana

State Board of Health at Helena; the Permanent High School
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Record sheet of $cCorwiokklathsrs Company of Wichita,

Manses; the Pupil War Inventory of the Boston, Naasschns.

setts Department of Education; and the Mort Individual

Pupil Program Cards ti-IVY of the Bureau of Publications

of Teachers College of Columbia University in New York City,

The Entrance Questionnaire and Experience Record of Science

Research Associates of Chicago, Illinois, and entrance

questionnaires of Montana State University at Missoula,

Fergus County High School at Lewistown, Montana, and Pelson

Nigh School at Pelson, Montana, were also used.

In all over 50 different record forms were used to

secure the items on the questionnaire. Information from

books and pamphlets in guidance was also used to secure

these items. Many of these books and pamphlets are listed

in the Bibliography on pages 138-145.

Tho items on Part I of the Questionnaire (Appendix D)

included: Personal Data, 60; Rome data, eight; Health

Data, 31; and School Data, 36. In Part XI of the Ques-

tionnaire are listed 28 sources of information. In the

final seetion4 Part III, there are 42 it**. regarding the

organisation and presentation of data. The questionnaire

and the introductory letter were then submitted to the

writer's graduate committee. After making the suggested

changes and corrections, it was ready for mailing.

The Questionnaire and the letter (Appendix C, D) were

sent to 752 counselors in high schools, colleges, and
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universities in 36 states and the Territory of Ha

These counselors were selected by their State Supervisors

in accordance with a litter (Appendix A ) requesting then

to list on an enclosed form (Appendix B ) the names of 15

high school and ten college counselors who had at least

tO quarter hours of training in Guidance and Advanced Pay-

°balmy and two years of experience in counseling.

Sixteen questionnaires were returned without being

completed, and four questionnaires were returned toe late.
Of those not completed, nine recipients felt that they

were not qualified, four felt they did not have time, one

could not complete it, one felt it unanswerable, and one

did not complete it because of death in the family. Three

letters were returned because addresses were incorrect,

these names were removed from the list. One-hundred and

six letters were received containing apologies for late.

AIM, requests for another copy because the original vas

lost, requests for qualifloations for answers, and furor-

Ration that they gave. The 16 letters indicate that the

recipients were unable to answer the questionnaire. There

were IS letters and two consents requesting copies of re.

turns.

The questionnaires were sent out in two groups due to

the necessity for follow -up of the requests to the State

Supervisors. Of the 45 states, territories, and the

District of Columbia, known to have State Sup ery isors,



TABLE 11

QUESTIONNAIRES SENT, TINS? RETURNS, FOLLOW-W, AND T

RETURNS M 6 ETAT= AND ON TERRITORY

27

*tat* piper pent Flit Walrus rellew-pp 744,1

Alabama 2
Arisona 19
Arkansas 21
California 24
Connecticut 21
Delaware 29
Georgia 15
Hawaii 15
Idaho 10
Illinois 14
Iowa 20
Kansas 26
Untusky 13
Maine SO
Maryland 23
Massachusetts SO
Michigan 30
Minnosota 24
Elseteelppl 14
Illseourl MI
Montana 30
Nebraska 27
Isyada 4
Now Nave re 10
Now Java 19
New 'fork *8
North Carolina 15
Ohio 28
Orogen *8
Poonnsylvania 25
South Dakota 25
Utah 25
Versant 21
Washington 15
Asst Virginia 11
Wisconsin 26
wyoning I.-
Total 152

8
5
10

2
22
13

4
a

10 4 16
8 6 14
1 6 15
3 2 $
10 3 13
2 5 7
9 11 SO

13 4 17
IS 10 22
10 3 13
5 4 IS
5 9 1?
6 11 17
13 5 15
14 4 18
10 4 14
12 4 16
14 12 26
6 26 22
1 2 3
3 * 5
6 10 16
13 9 22
8 5 13
14 9 2$
15 5 20
11 5 19
15 8 20
12 5 1?
4 9 13
8 2 10
4 2 6
8 6 14
Si 2 5

822 813 535
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only nine did not respond. Table II, page 27 shows: the

number of questionnaires sent to each state and the one

territory; the number returned after the first sailing;

the number returned after follow-up eards (Appendix B )

were sent; and the total number of questionnaires returned

by each state and the one territory. It also shows the

tetal number sent, first sailing returns, return after

tel and the total returns.

TABLE III

ENT OF f URN fJ MAILING AND
womearomoorrorawner.

ed Swot Percent Returp

ire% mailing 210 498 42
First follow.up 114 65
Second follow-up 2? 70

Second sailing 112 254 44
First follow-up 54 .. 65
Second follow-up 18 ... 72

Total completed 535 762 71
Returned unanswered 20 OPM*111.

or late
ONNEWINONNIN

Total 555 752

The 498 counselors in the first group returned 2ID

questionnaires (42 percent) without a follow-up. When the

follow-up card was sent the number of questionnaires for

this group rose to 324, giving a return after follow-up

of 65 percent. The 254 counselors in the second group



returned 112 questionnaires (44 percent) without a

follow -up. When the first follow...up cards were sent this

return rose to 65 percent. The overall percentage of re-

turn at the end of the first follow-up of the second

group was 65 percent. The second follow-up was made at

the same ties for both groups as returns on the two nail

ings were lagging. The second follow-up increased the

percentage of return on the first group to 70, on the

second group to 78, and the total return to 72 percent or

535 questionnaires which were completed. Since 15 ques-

tionnaires were returned unanswered the total percent of

return was 73.

Treatment Ekit ha 8tati stical Bethod Used.

In the treatment of data in previous studies which

have attempted to evaluate items for individual analysis,

there has generally been used only the frequency of oesur-

rime* or the frequency of response for each item. In somas

cases there was a pooling of frequencies. Brooks (10)

assigned values to each rating and then each item was giv-

en an average value based on ratings in four areas.

Woolf indicated the percent of ratings in sack of three

categories. Back (29) used only frequencies in a1:1 four

phases of his study of all types of records.

This study makes use of both frequencies and percent-

ages for each item in the five categories. Each item on
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the questionnaire has been rated by the counselor as:

- Very Valuabis, key material which is indispensable in

prastically all eases; 2 4. Valuable, very important in

most (sore than half) of the counseling cases; 3 - Notes

nary, must be secured for every counsels, but its value

often varies greatly; 4 - Seldom Necessary, to be secured

may if necessary In special cases; and 5 - Never Nimes-

sam not to be secured or of no value in praetioally all

cases.

Less than one percent of those filling out the clues

tionnaire objected to the system of ratings of itsas and

there were as many comments for the system as against it.

One counselor objected to the rating of items by saying

it was not a -continuum.

Statistical method used. Although percents and from.

quencies reveal differences which are apparently

significant, the following formula by Tule (74:269) was

used throughout the study to compute the reliability of

the differences:

A difference which is equal to three standard deviation

differences is considered reliable. In this formula, Po

Is the average of the percentages for the two groups com-

pared. The value of Qo is obtained by subtracting Po from
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100 percent. The populations of the two groups of *dimes-

tors or the number of cards are represented respectively

by na and no. All items were not checked by this formula

as an approximate difference of 17 to 22 percent appears

to be statistically significant in most eases.

Si And Chairester Of The Group, Studied.

This study includes 535 different counselors from 36

states and Hawaii. The group is very representative of

all sections as indicated by tables.. There are 144 eel

lege counselors in the group. These individuals who do

counseling are listed as: Counselors, 21; Directors of

Student Personnel, 14; Directors of Counseling, 13;

Directors of Guidance, 20; Deans of Women, 6; Professors

of Education, 6; Associate Professors of Psychology, ;

and Deans of lien, 5. The other members of the college

group have 43 different titles indicating relationship

with admissions, testing, instruction in guidance, educa-

tion, psychology, and personnel work. Thirty-four of

these titles were found only ones.

There are 409 high school counselors in the group

answering questionnaires. Their titles, as they listed

them on the questionnaire were: Directors of Guidance,

119; Counselors, 79; Teachers and Counselors, 29; Guid-

ance Counselors, 18; Principals, 13; and Deans of Girls,

12. The remaining members of the high school counseling



group have 52 different titles having to with admini-

strations guidance, testing, adjustment, and personnel

work. Th rty-seven of these titles are used only ones.

It might be difficult to attempt to develop as many

titles as are found both in high sohool and college.

This wide diversity in titles is found in spite of the

filet that all of these people ere engaged in counseling

students and doing administrative or instructional work.
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DETERMINING WHAT DATA ARE PERTINENT IN

COUNSELING

n Chapter II research studies indicate that there

is no uniformity as to which items should be designated

as essential and placed in the cumulative record. Federal

publications, state guidance handbooks, and textbooks in

the field of guldens* also refloat this disagreement as

to those items which should be designated as essential.

Personal Data, Some Data, Health Data, and School Data

are often said to be of value in counseling. However, the

inclusion of any items in records should be based upon

objective evidence.

The opinions of 535 high school and college counselors,

from 36 states and one territory, regarding the value of

items are used in this study. It should be noted, however,

that in some oases the total frequency is more than 535.

This is due to the fact that some counselors do counseling

in both high school and college; therefore, their answers

were recorded for both groups.

The reading of the tables is simpler when It is kept

in mind that (FRI) Very Valuable, means key material which

is indispensable in practically all cases; PR2) Valuable,

very important in cost (more than half) of all counseling

eases; (Pe) Necessary, must be secured for every eounseles



ut its value often varies greatly; (

to be secured only if needed in special

Necessary, not to be secured or of no va

14
eldom Necessary,

es; (PR5) Never

in practically

all eases. These will also be referred to as Ranks One,

Two, Three, Four, and Five.

Two different methods of establishing significance

are used throughout Chapter IV, V, and VI. The first

method is when an item is said to be significant as Very

Valuable or Necessary; this means that an item has a per

centavo margin (see Chapter III for "Statistical method

used') of 17 or more points over the percentages of all

its other ranks. This type of significance always refers

to a certain rank of an item in comparison to another of

its ranks. The second method refers to establishing the

significance of an item by comparing its total positive

percentages, the first three ranks, to those of its nega

Live or last two ranks. This always refers to an item as

being significant for Inclusion or exclusion from data

for use in counseling. It has the same 17 percent or bet-

ter margin. These two methods are explained so that

exeessive and recurring definitions can be avoided.

In the interpretation of the tables in Chapters IV,

and VI, certain definitions are needed. The term

Frequency (71 ..1) is the number of counselor* placing

an item in a certain rank for any group. The Total Fre-

quency (T2) of en item is the total number of counselors
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in any group, placing an itms in one of its five possible

ranks. The Total Positive Frequency (TI) is the total

number of counselors, in any group, planning an item in

Ranks Ono, Two, and Three. Positive ranks (the first

three) are used to decide on the inclusion of Items in

records for use in counseling. Negative ranks (the last

two) are used to exclude items. The Percentage Rank of

importance (PR) is *soured by dividing the number of

counselors indicating a given rank for an item by the num-

ber of counselors arkitg all ranks for that item.

Portia t, Personal

pertinent !ersonellialg about counselees.

High School Counselors. In Table IV, page 86

'name was rated Very Valuable by 60 percent of the 409

high school couneelors, Valuable by six percent, and rated

as Necessary by 34 percent. This means that 100 percent

of the counselors agreed that *name should be on records.

"Age had a total frequency of 364, 15 less than that for

name* but was not marked Seldom Necessary or Not Ifteeir.

sari. "SW and *education* are almost as Important as

sage," sines over 99 penitent rated these two items in the

Upper three ranks. For high school counselors statistic-

ally significant differences favor Very Valuable when

that rank is coupared to the Necessary rank for *name

sags,* *sex,* and education." Differences between Very



TAB L2 IV

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (71) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTANCE OF

PERTINENT PERSONAL DATA AS DETERMINED BY 535 COUNSELORS

CO 8tLEI

lime
Age
8ex
Birthdate
Birthplaee
Oecupation
24ucatien
Oitisonskip
Rao*
Nationality

vamp
Nano
Age
Sox
Birthdate
Birthplace
Occupation
Education
Olt/senehip
Rase
stigma

60.4
60.1
58.9
5134

8.
6.1

39.2 10.6
44.4 13.6
55.8 9.9
37.9 12.4
37.2 12.3
34.9 144

46.1 21.2
22.0 19.2
27.8 14.2
19.4 14.9
21.0 15.7
36.8 *2.5
29.6 25.8
23.9 19.6
25.3 18.2
22.3 17.9

84.2

.5

22.9
40.4
43.7
33.5
40.9
58.3
594
40.5
41.1
43

xt
60.0 6.2 --- 145
$2.1 14.1 32.4 .7 .7 142

$ .5 56.7 7.1 1.4 141
*A 1.8 396 43.6 7.9 316.4 7.9 4.3 140
9.3 .8 351 35.9 9,9 34.4 17.4 2.1 14*
2.8 1.1 356 $00.3 17.5 28.0 2.1 2.1 143

5 4. 394 58.9 10.6 .4 4.4 .7 41
8..8 1.0 888 34.0 9.2 2.6 22.0 2.1 141
11.1 2.3 398 38.1 7.9 34.0 15,1 2.9 139
10.9 2.6 587 51.6 11.0 31.8 22.8 2.9 136

8.2 2.6 306 24.8 17.3 57.6 12.8 7.5 133
15.9 2.0 395 17.9 19.2 49.0 12.6 1.3 161
3.0 11.3 302 24.8 14.9 43.6 5.9 10.9 101
17.9 14.4 382 17.8 14.1 39.3 13.3 15.6 135
19.7 2.6 381 14.1 20.4 38.? 25.2 3.5 142
8.5 ---... 394 23.8 35.7 55.0 4.2 1.4 143
4.8 .3 592 26.8 50.3 34.0 4.2 .7 142
14.3 1.8 398 16.2 14.3 41.8 144 7.0 142
13.0 8.3 384 23.1 14.2 40.3 16.4 6.0 134
3 2.0 390 16.4 14.7 404 MB 1 4.4 136,03

cy,



TABLE IV (Continued)

THE TOTAL mormem (T l) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTAME or

PERTINENT PERSONAL DATA, AS DETERMINED BY 5331 COUNSELORS

TAMS
Nigh Soho ©1 Counselors Collo a Counselors

L
Wane $6.8 16.4 41.6 4.3 2.0 897 24.8 3.5.0 37.6 13.5 6.0 133
Ago 23.6 19.0 394 15.6 2.1 390 18.7 23.1 41.0 16.4 .7 154
Sex 264 13.9 44.9 4.7 11.8 296 24.0 16.0 43.0 5.0 12.0 100
Dirthdate 16.3 13.6 38.3 19.3 12.8 400 154 17.3 37.0 14.2 15.7 12?
Birthplace 19.4 19.2 41.5 16.8 3.1 386 14.0 18.9 41.3 22.4 3.5 143
Ocaupation 40.8 21.4 35.6 2.2 408 29.3 33.6 304 5.0 1.4 140...
Idusation 30.0 27.0 36.8 4.0 .3 400 28.2 314 33.1 .6 1.4 142
Citisenehip 83.2 23.3 39.1 15.4 2.1 384 17.0 184 39.$ 20.0 5.2 115
Remo 244 16.6 42.5 U.S 2.6 861 22.0 13.6 40.9 16.7 6.5 13B

Nationality 81.7 29.1 41..6 14.8 2.8 392 17.4 15.9 40.2 20.5 6.1 13S

BROTRTRS

Nano 19.2 17.4 40.0 *0.3 3.1 385 19.8 17.6 331.9 85.3 5.5 91
Ago 21,9 2124 41.3 13.1 1.0 868 16.2 164 43.0 19.0 6.6 142
Sex 11.1 27.3 42. 8.5 10.5 306 19.5 16.3 42.9 13.5 5.6 126
Birthdate 12.5 15.2 36.5 22.7 13.1 375 13.0 14.5 394 18.5 14.5 131
Birthplace 11.1 16.2 344 30.8 7.2 377 18.6 13.5 394 83.0 10.8 148
Ooeupation 16.5 22.8 60.5 16.4 1.5 390 17.3 23.0 38.1 19.4 2.2 139
Ndueation 19.5 25.8 40.4 13.3 1.0 384 82.4 214 37.8 18.8 . 143

Citiainshlp 12.9 19.8 37.5 26.1 3.7 379 16.4 16.4 37.9 22.9 6.4 140
Rase 15.8 17.6 38.8 23.0 5.5 374 18.5 11.1 38.6 23.0 8.9 135
I tionalit 134 19.2 87.8 3 .1 5.8 5 1 1 1 9 5 7 8.9 5 213



TABLE IV (Continued)

FREpUENCIES (Ti) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) or IMPORTANCE 07

ERTINYNT P2RBONAL DATA, AS DETERMINED BY 535 COUNSELORS

sums
High Soho Counselors

PRe T1 PR1

Collage Counealore

PRI TI

Now 19.7 16.5 89.9 20.5 3.4 381 13.1 14.5 45.2 27.4 9.7 145

Ark 21.3 22.3 41.4 13.5 1.5 304 17.6 81.1 41.3 15.5 3.5 148

Sox 20.8 174 43.8 9.4 8.8 308 17.1 12.4 45.7 16.2 8.8 105

5irthdato 11.8 14.7 37.7 32.5 13.4 342 15.9 16.0 34.0 3.9.4 16.7 144
Birthplaso 12.0 15.3 35.1 10.0 7.6 567 9.8 18.1 36.2 30.5 12.1 141

Ocenpation 3.7.8 25.0 41,4 164 1.6 382 18.2 26.9 49.8 14.7 2.1 143

lineation 18.9 25.5 40.2 14.2 1.5 451 23.0 23.8 39.6 15.5 180

Cltisonship 13.5 18.9 58.4 14.3 4.9 VTO 12.7 14.9 35.1 29.1 8.8 144

Race 15.4 17.6 40.5 80.9 6.5 363 15.4 11.0 37,5 22.5 10.5 136

Nationality 13.0 18.8 39.1 25.1 8.0 568 11.9 13.3 36.3 38.9 9.8 135

OTHERS

20.6 16.1 38.1 21.3 3.8 286 *3.3 11.7 22.3 54.0 8.7 103has
Age 204 17.4 39.2 16.9 3.8 265 17.8 12.2 38.2 32.2 5.6 90

Sax 21.9 14.5 42.6 14.9 6.2 1142 1645 11.6 50.2 34.9 7.0 56

Birtbdate 15.5 11.5 41.6 20.4 11.1 886 10.7 ID.? 51.0 32.1 15.5 84

Birthplace 13.3 10.0 36,7 29.4 10.1 248 14.1 18.9 23.5 34.1 15.3 85

°salvation 19.9 17.2 40.2 16.4 4.3 256 21.8 17.2 23.0 33.3 4.6 8?

lineation 17.7 15.7 41.35 19.3 6.9 254 21.6 17.2 84,1 32.2 4.6 87

Citizenship 14.9 15,7 35.3 27.3 6.6 249 14.0 14.0 26.7 34.9 9.4 06

Race 16.6 14.0 39 2 22.6 7.2 250 17.0 11.4 118.4 27.3 15.9 88

iselseatallt 13.9 15.9 38.6 23.9 7.6 851 12.9 14.1 25.2 32.0 11.8 55 0



Valuable and Valuable are significant for all items; this

is also true of differences between Weeessary and Valuable.

Comparisons of positive and negative percentages indicate

that a highly significant mother of high school counselors

want all these items on records.

CollseCounselors4 *Name,* *age," *sex,* and

*edueationt* of the Counsel.* are Very Valuable by alga.-

fieant differences, when they are compared to all their

other ranks. *Occupation* and "education* are higher in

the Very Valuable rank for college counselors but the

difference is not significant. 81 nifloant 4 fieren**.

favor Very Valuable and Necessary for all items when they

are compared, first, with Valuable and, second, with the

total of the last two ranks. A significant percentage of

college counselors favor the inclusion of all items in

records for use In counseling

DIVINWWW2f tAO two of high

and college counselors reveal that more college

ors feel that these items are less important to

One exception to this comparison is *name* sine.

ollege counselors agree that it is Necessary or bet-

ter. College counselors generally place a larger number

of items in the Not Necessary, Seldom Neeessary, and

Valuable ranks while they place about the same number of

items In the Necessary and less in the Very Valuable

ranks. This seems to indicate a more commerrative
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altitude toward items by 00 lege cceaasslors. All Italia* in

both groups are significant for inclusion in lists of par-
tinent items for counseling. Both groups place moat of

those items in %tory Valuable and Necessary ranks; this as

tablishas a high level of pertinency for these items.
Pertinent, personal data about tia ,connseleasc pother.

lizILschool joxneitloitt In 'Pablo IV, page 36,

on high school counselors we find that *mother's name* is
the only item which is significant as Very Valuable.
*Occupation* of *other is the most valuable item as it is
the only one unlisted in the Not Necessary rank. *Birth-

place,* age,* and weitisenship*are significant as Nacos-

sary over all other ranks. *Occupation,* *education,*

and *trans* have the largest percentages in the upper
three ranks; this indicates that they are felt to be nest
important, There are sore significant percentages in the
Noessary rank than in any other. The plireentagss are

sore evenly divided in all ranks and there are more coup-
solors who feel that some items are Bolden Necessary or

Not Necessary. A significant difference favors including
all items in records for high school counseling.

Collate sou o, Notheres *name is raged
as cost important for college counselors, though differ.
news as to rank are not significant. *Age *Sex,*

birthdate,* ecitisenship, *race," and *nationality* are
significant as Necessary. Nest college counselors fain
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that these items are necessary with 22 percent feeling

they are Very Valuable and slightly smaller assent be-

lieving that they are Valuable. Approximately two-thirds

of the college counselors believe that these items are

necessary and all items are significant for inclusion in

lists of pertinent data for college counselors.

Caparisons of the two um,. In comparing

college and high school counselors, the overall percentages
seam very similar with an increasing percentage of them

feeling that much information such as "birthdate and

"birthplace" are unnecessary. The total frequency for

"sex" In both groups Is low; this is only a checking item.

High school counselors seem to believe that more of these

items are pertinent than college counselors. All items

are significant as being included by these groups in their

records.

Pertinent "ors° al Aut. Concern 'Amass' s

ecktral goneslore., III Table IV, page 36,

high school counselors believe that "father's occupation"

is most important, though it is not significant as Very

Valuable. 'Name" ranks second in importance,. Ages*

*nes, * "birth date," *b 1 rthpl ass, * I tisonship, * "rase,"

and *nationality* ar significant as Necessary. All items

are significant for high school counselors as being noses+

sary for inclusion in lists of pertinent data for counsel-

ing.
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24114., 030..1 These I counselors

college agree that most of these items are Necessary or

better, but there is an increasing percent of dissenters

In Ranks Four and rive. Age,* *sex,* "birthdate,"

*birthplace," scitlitenshipos nee and 'nationality*

are significant as Necessary. College counselors also

feel that sages and *occupations are important since they

are put in the Not Necessary column by a very small per-

°outage. All items are significant. The majority,

ranging from 70 to 98 percent of this group, agree that

these Items should be included among pertinent data for

'consoling.

The percentages in both groups of come rs are

much larger in Seldom Necessary and Not Necessary ranks,

indicating a larger percentage of those who feel that

these items are not pertinent. Comparing the two groups

on the basis of each rank for each item, there are no

statistically significant differences,

Pertine* personalllie coneerRing brothel's.

310 school counselors.4 In Table IV, page X56,

we find that high school counselors rank this information

largely as Necessary. All ten items show ficant
percentage differences as Necessary. Age sex,"

*occupation,* and *educations of brothers are four

the most important items; this Is indicated by large

positive percentages.
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C1120/ounselore. For these college counsel-

ors, age,* *sox,* and libirthdate are significant as

Necessary. College counselors rank *education' and R0e-

enpation of brothers as important; this is shown by high

pereentages in the positive ranks.

SOggwieene of the togArgartg. in both groups

there is an increasingly larger percentage of dissenters

in groups Tour and Five, often 30 to 36 percent of these

counselors feel that itens are Seldom or Not Necessary.

There is a significant difference for every item, neaniftg

that both groups feel these items are pertinent is coun-

seling

P.rtinent,poroonal,gAs oncerning sisters.

Agh school counselors. In Table IT, p

we find that high school counselors believe that t of

this information is Necessary. *None,* "age,' 'sex,'

gibirthdate,* *occupation." and *race when ranked as

Necessary are significant. The percent of those Indic's.

Ling Seldom Necessary and Not Necessary is increasingly

large, indicating in many eases that fron 80 to 58 per-

cent of the counselors feel that these items Se don Nom.-

eery are Not Necessary. *Age,* "sexy' 'occupation.' and

*education* have the largest percentages, indicating their

importance to high school counselors.

CollIgl counselors. Most of these items a

as Necessary by college counselors. They feel
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that "education" and *age* are most important as they

rate thee. highest in Ranks One Two, and Three. *Name,*

wage,* "sex," and *citizenship* when ranked as Necessary

are significant for inclusion in college records for

counseling. College counselors mark an increasing number

of the items in Ranks ?Our and rive, indicating that some

of them feel these items are not pertinent. Sigh school

Counselors mark more items in Ranks One and Two and about

the same number in Rank Three.

govarisone of the two grave. Item- for-item

comparison by rank between the two groups reveals no

significant difference in the percentage ranks for items.

College counselors attach most Importance to "occupation,"

*education, and "age" of sisters, In order, while high

school counselors rank *age* first, followed by "education"

and "occupation." Proportionately fewer of the total

group of high school counselors ranked all of these items

than did those in the college counselor group. All items

are significant as being necessary for records, except

"birthplace" and "nationality* of sisters for college

counselors.

Pertinent personal data ,concerning .others.

ishschool counselor.. Table IV, page NS

shows us that the pattern of percentages of high school

counselors for others is similar to the ranking of items

for "brothers" and *sisters.* "Name,* *age,* "sex,"
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*birthdat *oocupationt* *education,* and *rime* when

ranked as Necessary have statistically significant differ-

ences. The importance of *sex* and *occupation* is indi-

sated by their having larger percentages than other items

in the positive ranks. *Birthplace* of others has almost

40 percent indicating that many high school counselors

feel it does not need to be on records. The percentage

of Ranks Four and Five total from 21.1 to 39.6 percent

indicates the largest number of dissenters in any groups

so far in the study.

Co11241 counselors. lost of the items in this

group are ranked as Seldom Necessary by college counselors.

All percentages of each item except *maestro equal or

larger in Seldom Necessary than in other single ranks.

The total of Ranks Four and Five ranges from 36.8 to 49.4

percent, meaning that more counselors feel that many of

these items are Seldom Necessary or Not Necessary. There

are few significant percentages.

Comparisons of the two Amps. ft both groups

much mealier number of counselors rated these items.

All items are significant meaning that the majority feel

that these items are pertinent for inclusion among data

for counseling in high school. This is not true of the

college counselors since 'name,* *birthdates* *citizen-

ship,* *race,* and *nationality* of others are not

significant. This moans that college counselors fee
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that those toms are not pertinent in +r tnseling. In

both groups of counselors pereentages are such less con*

Timing than in the other previous rankings of this study.

Permit Amt

MCI sobee4Itempselors Table I, page 47, Shows

that high school counselors rank 'marital status of par*

onto,* "economlo status,' and *study facaltiss* as the

most important data; these items all have large total

percentages in the upper throe ranks. *Marital status*

is statistically significant as Very 'valuable. *Owner*

*hip* has a negative rating of 43.6 percent in Ranks

Four and Five while *religious affiliation or preference*

has a negative percentage of 31.5 bases on the same two

ranks. All items are significant as pertinent in counsel-

ing exoept *ownership of the home.*

College ow2112rase. These counselors also rank

*marital status of parents,* weconomie status,* and "study

facilities* as the most pertinent home data. Only *study

facilities* is significant. All items are significant

but *slim of hose,' "ownership," *location,* and *religious

affiliation or preference.* College counselors do not

feel that these items are pertinent to counseling.

giumarisons 2/ At insroups. High school and eel*

lege counselors agree that *marital status,' *economic

status,* and *study facilities* are the most important



TABLE V

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1) AND PERCENTA 3E RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTANCE

OF PERTINENT HOME DATA, AS DRUM ED BY 635 COUNSELORS

High Sehoo oamsolors College Co *lora

swag* Spoken 38.3 24.7 24.0 11.5 1.6 384 28.9 26.6 33.4 16.6 1.5 137

Nemesis Status 40.5 36.8 15.5 3.5 .6 378 34.6 36.0 23.0 5.0 1.4 120
8ixe of horns 16.8 34.1 30.7 16.3 Sol 375 13.1 28.5 24.1 29.2 5.1 13?

Ownership 7.0 22.8 26.6 39.8 3.8 372 7.2 83.9 24.6 35.6 8.7 138
Stud)? noilitios 30.8 37.8 23.9 6.9 1.0 389 21.8 44.3 23.9 9.9 .7 142
Loeatlem 20.1 38.4 31.8 10.7 1.1 374 17.3 27.3 36.? 14.4 4.3 139

Narital Status uf
parents

59.0 21.8 16.1 3.0 385 44.9 89.7 19.6 4.3 1.4 138

Religious Affil
or Prof.

12.5 26.9 29.1 28.8 2.7 375 10.4 28.9 34.1 21.5 5.2 135
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home data; this is proved by their having the largest

percentages in the first two ranks. College counselors

rank all items such sore conservatively as the Very Valu-

able rank is smaller. Seldom Neeessary and Not Necessary

ranks are larger, and the remaining two ranks are approxi

sately even. An iten-hyabitem comparison of the two groups

in each rank reveals no significant differences; this

means that there is a general tendency of these two groups

to rank all items very such alike. The major differences

in the groups favors all items except "ownership" for high

school counselors. *Size of home,* *ownerships* "location,"

and *religious affiliation or preference* are not signifi-

cant for the college group.

Pertinent Health Data

nigh_ school come rlora. In Table Vitt pages 48 and 491

items which high school counselors believe to be most per-

tinent are *vision,* "hearing," "neurotic symptoms

*reoommendations of doctor," *illnesses,* "physical matura-

tion,* *Speech,* *orthopedic," *recommendations of nurse,*

and "psychotic symptoms.* This selection is based on the

fact that these items have the smallest percentages in the

two negative ranks. Items having from 50 to 40 percent of

counselors who feel that they are Seldom Necessary or Not

-ilsoessary in counseling are, "abdomen," *scalp,* "feet

"glands," *thyroid and *skin.* These items -- *height



TABLE VI

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (TF) AND PERCVTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTANCE

OF FERTINTIT HEALTH DATA, AS DETERMINED ST 535 COUNSELORS

0°01 Counselors Cellos' Counselors

Pal PRP PR5 PR'' PO T1
........ ........

Roight 19.1 17.8 39.9 21.8 1.3 371 80.4 14,8 38.0 21.8 4.9 142
Wight 21.8 19.3 39.4 18.8 1.3 378 19.6 16.1 $8.5 131.7 4.2 143
Vision 46.7 81.8 26.6 6.0 4... 377 41.1 15.6 32.6 9.2 1.4 141
Roaring 46.1 211.3 15.7 5.6 .3 377 40.7 15.0 34.8 11.4 1.4 140
Tooth and Guns 19.2 87.2 38.4 16.7 .6 360 18.7 17.2 32.1 33.6 4.5 184
Spoosh 36.9 26.4 25.9 10.0 .8 371 32.4 20.6 31.7 13.1 1.2 136

Tonsils 12.9 23.0 36.8 84.4 2.8 366 9.6 11.9 32.1 40.0 7.4 155
Adonolds 12.6 22.9 37.2 24.6 2.8 358 8.0 13.9 31.4 39.4 6.6 137

Posturo 14.5 23.7 35.9 24.2 1.7 359 11.1 16.3 41.5 25.9 5.2 135
Yost 11.7 22.2 33.6 29.4 3.1 360 10.1 15.3 32.6 36.9 5.1 138
Roart 29.0 25.1 31.1 13.8 .8 368 18.5 20.7 35.6 23.0 2.2 135
Lungs *5.3 21.3 30.7 20.4 2.3 348 18.8 18.1 33.1 27.1 3.0 133
Glands 16.8 21.5 29.3 28.8 3.7 358 16.7 14.4 31.1 34.9 3.8 133
Thyroid 15.4 20.4 31.1 19.2 3.9 365 17,0 17.8- 28.9 31.8 4.4 135

Abdomen 9.1 17.4 32.0 35.8 5.2 344 11.5 14.5 16.0 42.0 6.1 181

Skin 11.5 SSA 33.0 27.0 4.0 352 15.3 16.8 32.1 31.6 4.6 133

Scalp 10.5 20.? 30.3 32.9 5.6 343 8.6 13.1 29.8 44.6 64 133
Nutrition 24.2 25.0 30.6 17.7 2.5 356 18.0 19.5 33.6 85.8 3.1 188

ratio's 26.8 27.6 30.7 13.5 1.4 355 23.7 84.4 31.3 18.1 1.5 131
Phys. Maturation 85.8 34.5 29.2 8.6 1.8 883 24.6 28.6 26.3 18.1 2.3 133
Porsonal Rygiono 24.0 894 33.4 12.7 .9 338 25.2 23.7 29.6 18.5 3.0 135

0



TABLE VI (Continno4)

THE TOTAL TREQUIPMC/ES (TT) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTANCE

OT PERTINENT HEALTH DATA., AS DETERMINED BY 885 COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

Pal. PR* PRI PR4 PO 1 PRE PR3 4

Issunt etions 13.0 19.3 36.0 *5.4 4.3 34? 11.9 11.1 33.3 33.5 0.4 135Mums** 23.4 29.0 36.6 9.6 363 *2.9 113.7 86.9 13.0 1.5 3.31
Operations 164 20.5 15.4 3.7.4 1.7 351 12.7 26.6 33.1 24.7 2.0 14*Injuries 21.0 110.1 35.2 12.5 1.1 352 10.3 21.4 87.4 21.4 1.5 131
Neurotic !leptons 44.4 26.5 21.5 7.3 .8 356 46.5 19.4 24.0 6.5 1.5 129

( insecurt ty)
Psychotio Speptoms43.0
(insanity)

23.5 22.1 10.6 .8 355 45.6 16.7 25.6 10.6 1.5 132

Orthopedic
(or IppltniCond)

36.3 24.9 27.8 10.2 .6 353 39.3 10.1 27.6 13.4 1.6 127

Recommendations
of Dentist

26.2 26.2 32.4 13.7 5 343 *3,4 15.6 26.9 28.9 3.1 12$

Reoessondations
of Doctor

33.4 26.7 29.2 9.6 1 356 27.5 16.6 31.6 20.3 1.5 133

R000scondations
of Nurse

32.6 25.4 33.9 10.0 1.1 350 21.? 19.4 30.2 24.8 3.9 129
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"weight," and "teeth and gums" a signifioant in the

Necessary rank when they are compared to their other ranks.

"hearing,' 'neurotic sylOPtoaas. and "psychotic

sysptome are signifioant as Very Valuable when compared

to all their other ranks. These last two findings may

indicate two types of items; one which should be known

from a preventive standpoint; and the other which must be

known because it is definitely limiting. All items but

"abdomen* and "scalp" are significant as pertinent in

counseling. The frequencies and percentages show that

these counselors are doing a selective Job of rating.

Collets counselors. The six most important items to

college counselors are, "hearing,' 'neurotic symptoms,"

"vision," "psychotic symptoms," 'illnesses," and "ortho

pedic." The items which have from 36 to 52 percent

Judging that they are not needed for counseling, are

"nutrition," skin,"glands," *teeth and gums,* "scalp.

"abdomen, and"thyroid."

In the Very Valuable rank, the pereentages of items

which are significant when compared to all other percent,-

age ranks for that item are: *vision," "neurotic symptoms,'

and psychoticonymptome." These counselors spread their

ranking of items wider than do high school counselors but

they are also selective in their °holm. Only "skins"

*tonsils," 'adenoids,' "immunisations,' and 'feet" are

not significant. This mean' that college counselors feel

these items are not pertinent in counseling.
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Comp sonr of At two groups. College counselors

list fewer very important items than high school counsel-

ors. They also feel that more items should be excluded

from records. In most cases, college counselors plea*

fewer items in the Vary Valuable and Valuable ranks and

about the same in Necessary and Not Necessary ranks. For

both groups of counselors, items indicate a rename on

the advice of doctors, nurses and dentists. More items

are significant for high school counselors than for those

in college.

Pertincent Etchool .1214

MUCI,school;p9uneelo s. In Table VII, pages 413 and

54, high school counselors rank the following items as

most pertinent: "scholarship or grades,* *special interests,

*vocational plans," *educational plans," *aohievement

tests," "subject interests," "activities in school,"

* attendance,* *aptitude tests,* "explanations of failing

grades,* "counseling record," *grade progress," *hobbies,

* teacher's comments and recommendations,* "work experi-

ence," and "interest tests.* /toms which from 18 to 50

percent of the high school counselors rated as not perti-

nent were, "schools attended,* *problem check list,"
*personality tests," and *sociometric data." When rated

as Very Valuable, *attendance,* *punctuality,* "grade

progress," "scholarship or grades," *explanations of



TABLE VII

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (TI) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORTANCE

OF PERTIN7NT SCHOOL DATA, AS DETERMINED BY 535 COUNSELORS

gh School Counselors College Counselors

PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4 PRO T2 PR PR2 PR3 PR4 PRb T1

Attendance 57.3 19.4 21.5 1.9 --- 372 40.0 24.4 24.4 10.4 .7 135
Punctuality 45.3 26.8 23.2 4.7 --- 358 26.2 30.8 25.4 13.8 3.8 130
Explan. of absence 41.0 28.8 25.5 4.7 --- 361 24.6 30.6 26.1 17.2 1.5 134
Explan. of tardiness 35.2 30.1 25.2 8.9 .6 349 19.8 28.2 24.4 23.7 3.8 131
Grade Progress 60.4 20.3 17.0 1.9 .3 364 47.0 29.5 19.7 2.3 1.5 132
Scholar. or Grades 64.4 13.1 21.9 .6 --- 320 55.1 29.0 12.3 2.9 .7 138
Expi. of fail grades 51.7 29.4 16.9 1.7 .3 360 41.9 36.8 14.7 5.9 .7 136
Educational plans 55.9 24.6 13.1 1.4 --- 370 59.3 25.2 13.3 .7 8.2 134
Vocational plans 56.0 23.1 19.6 1.1 .3 373 65.9 26.4 14.0 2.2 1.5 136
Activities in school 48.8 30.1 19.2 1.9 369 41.5 37.7 17.7 1.5 1.5 130
Honors in school 35.8 35.8 24.2 3.6 .6 363 21.4 40.0 32.6 5.2 .7 135
Special interests 56.3 29.1 13.5 la 364 49.2 32.6 12.9 3.8 1.5 132
Anecdotal records 42.9 30.8 16.7 8.5 1.1 354 32.2 29.1 23.6 13.4 1.6 127
Expl. unus, behavior 51.9 27.6 14.1 6.1 .3 362 45.0 27.5 16.0 9.2 2.3 131
Entry into adv. sch1.25.0 33.3 32.4 8.3 .9 336 25.4 27.0 35.2 12.3 --- 122
Counseling record 60.6 20.7 16.6 1.9 .3 368 62.7 18.7 13.4 3.7 1.5 134
Honors out of school 23.2 41.4 26.9 8.2 .3 353 22.9 38.9 29.0 9.1 --- 131
Schools att.(name,loo)27.9 25.6 38.7 7,2 .6 359 24.2 22.0 38.6 15.6 1.5 132
A recent picture 18.2 25.6 26.5 23.3 6.3 347 20.2 12.4 25.6 28.7 13.1 129
Problem check lists 17.6 31.9 28.1 20.9 1.5 335 17.7 30.0 23.1 32.3 3.1 130
Interest tests 39.2 34.7 22.4 3.4 .3 357 40.9 32.1 19.0 7.2 .7 137



TABLE VII (Continued)

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS (PR) OF IMPORT' NCE

OF PERTINENT SCHOOL DATA, AS DETERMINED BY 535 COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

PR P PR P PRa PR4 PR5 T1

Aptitude tests
(incl. Intel.) 56.9 23.1 18.1 1.4 .5 364 55.4 26.3 13.1 4.4 .7 137

Personality tests 23.2 34.4 19.9 21.6 .8 366 25.0 34.9 34.8 18.2 .7 132

Achievement tests 47.8 27.9 22.7 1.4 .3 366 46.3 27.9 19.9 4.4 1.5 136

Work expAlrience (811)37.7 35.8 23.1 3.3 --- 363 40.1 40.0 16.8 4.2 .7 137

Reas. for leay. jobs 35.6 33.9 23.6 6.0 .9 351 36.2 32.6 22.5 8.0 .7 138

Teach. Comm. and reo.40.7 35.2 21.3 2.7 --- 366 32.3 33.8 18.8 14.3 .7 133

Hobbies 29.5 40.9 26.7 2.8 --- 359 32.1 30.5 30.5 5.3 1.5 131

Att. of home toward
school 46.3 31.3 17.7 4.4 .3 361 35.9 33.6 22.1 9.1 .7 133

Activities out of
school 39.8 35.9 22.3 1.9 --- 359 25.9 41.5 23.0 8.9 .7 135

Subject interests 39.2 55.0 23.9 1.9 360 41.5 32.6 19.3 5.9 .7 135

Autobiographies 26.5 34.6 24.3 13. -I 1.4 558 24.3 35.3 19.9 19.1 1.5 136

Sociosetrio data 22.9 36.0 22.6 16.6 1.9 350 20.4 29.2 21.2 19.7 2.2 127

Record of follow-up
inquiries 31.3 36.5 23.6 7.7 .9 351 24.4 33.1 26.0 14.2 2.2 127

Record of home visit 32.5 30.6 26.9 8.9 1.1 360 26.0 26.8 25.2 18.9 3.1 127

Record of parents'
visits to school 28.8 27.9 27.4 13.7 2.2 358 22.8 22.8 25.4 24.6 4.4 114
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unusual behavior." "counseling record." *aptitude tests

(including intelligence)." "achievement tests," and

"attitude of the hose toward school" are significant.

All items except *school attended." "a recent picture,'

and "problem cheek lists" are significant and pertinent

in counseling.

Colless counselors. items which are rated by college

counselors as highly pertinent include. 'educational

plans," "activities in school," "scholarship or grades,"

"vocational plans," grade progress,' "work experience.

'counseling record," *special interests." *aptitude tests,

(including intelligence)." *achievement tests," "honors

in school and "subject interests." Items which were

indicated as not pertinent by 20 to 40 percent item "a

recant picture," "problem check lists," "tardiness.'

"parents' visits.* "hose visits," "autobiographies." and

"sociametric data." Those items which were significant

as Very Valuable were "scholarship or grades," "educa

tional plans.* 'explanations of unusual behavior," "cons

soling record.* "aptitude tests (including intelligence).

and "achievement tests." No other items are significant

over all other ranks. All items are significant as being

necessary data for use in counseling.

Comparisons c the Inv groups. When the smallest

percentages in the last two ranks are used as a basis

for comparison, high school counselors rank more items



as highly pertinent college counselors; they had

eight more items which were not listed in the Not See's-

sary rank while college counselors herd only two. High

school counselors had 15 significant items ranked as Very

Valuable and college counselors had only six. All items

were significant for college counselors but high school

counselors rated three items. "schools attended.*** roc

eat picture,* and *problem check lists.* as not pertinent

In counseling. There is an indication that college coon.

selors rated items more conservatively but both groups

seem to have ranked items in a very selective manner.

Item for item by rank. there is no statistically signifi

sant difference in the ratings of the two groups.

JULIA, Which, Am Seldom I vailable mgt Co

At the bottom of page esee of the Questionnaire

(Appendix D) this direction was given: *Mark an X in

front of each item on this page which is seldom available

for counseling.* It is true that on many questionnaires

this direcive was not followed. This may have been be-

cause of the length of the questionnaire or because of

the position of the directive on the page. In the section

on personal data, there is little done with this part of

the study by counselors. Nevertheless. it has been inclu.

dud. All answers are assumed to be representative of

those who completed this part of the questionnaire.
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In Table VIII, pages 58* 59, an* 60* T1 Indicates

the number of high school counselors indicating that Ater.

tale items are seldom available for us* in counseling*

while is indicates the same information for *allege cowls.

colors. These frequencies are for personal* home, health

and school data

Pereoal dat in Table VIII there are few newer*

to the request to mark the items which were unavallabls.

Four high school counselors indicated that fathere name*

was seldom available while as many as 113 of th saw
group indicated anecdotal records could not be used for

the same reason. The frequency (Fe) for college *anneal-

ors indicates that 20 of them did not have *explanations

for absence," and item from that gives information regard.

ing school data. A more couplets study might reveal that
many sore of these items about the counsels, and his fan-

ily are unavailable. Thor* are some very brief indications
that snore materials night be available about the emu:melee

than about his immediate relatives.
11119. The information in Table VIII, pages 58$

59, and 60* shows that an increasing number of counselors

feel that this information is unavailable. This ICONS to

be more true in high school than in college. The total

of 43 indioating "ownership of host 35 checking *study

facilities," and 30 "economic status" as items unavailable
for counseling, seems to show a more definite need in this
area



TABLE VIII

THE FREQUENCIES OF ITEMS WHICH COUNSELORS INDICATE AS SELDOM

AVAILABLE FOR USE IN COUNSELING IN HIGH SCHOOLS (Fl)

AND COLLEGES (rS)

PERSONAL EKTili PERSONAL DATA

Counsel*. Brothers

Name 1 1 Name 1 1

Aga 1 1 Age 1

Sex 1 1 Sex 1 1

Blitthit ate 1 1 Birthdate 3 1

B 1 rthp lace 1 1 Birthplace 4 1

Occupation 1 1 Occupation 3 1

Education 1 1 Education 3 1

Citizenship 2 1 Citizenship 4 1
Race 1 1 Race 3 0
Nationality 1 1 Nationality 3 0

Mother Stators

Name 1 0 Nam* 1

Age
Sex

3
1

0
0

Ago
Sex

0
1

Birthdat. 4 0 Birthdat. 4

Birthplace 2 0 Birthplace 4

Ocevation 4 0 Occupation 3

Education 4 0 Education 3 1

Citizenship 2 0 Citizenship 4 1

Rae* 2 0 Race 3 0

Nationality

rather

$ 0 Nationality

Others

3 0

Name 2 0 Name 1 1

Age 4 0 Ago 2 1

Sex 2 0 Sex 1

Birthdate 6 0 Birthdate 4 1

Birthplace 3 0 Birthplace 4 1

Occupation 4 0 Occupation 3 1

Education 5 0 Education 3 1

Citizenship 3 0 Citizenship 4 1

Race 3 0 Race 3 0
Nationality 2 0 Nationality 3 0
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TABLE VIII (Continued.)

THE FREQUENCIES OF rums WHICH COUNSELORS INDICATE AS SELDOM

AVAILABLE FOR USE IN COUNSELING IN HIGH SCHOOLS (71)

AND COLLIDES (114)

Hoke RATA

Language Spoken
loononie Status
Sins of Hone
Ownorship

HMV pAtTA
Height
Weight
Vision
Rearing
Teeth 8 Gums
Speech
Tensile
Adenoids
Posture
rest
Heart
Lunge
Glands
Thyroid
Abdomen
Shin

7 5
*1 9
Lo? 14
31 12

19
38
26
41
di
36
52

51
55
50
72
54

Study Facilities 24
Location 4
Marital Status of Par.17
Rolls. Affil. or Pret.16

Scalp $7
nutrition 74
ratio* 72
Phys*Oal Maturation 41
Personal Hygiene 69
Inmunisations 38
Illnesses 30
Operations 46
In 42
neurotie symptoms 90
Psychotic symptoms 71
Orthopedic 30
Roe. of Dentist 59
Roo. of Costar $7
Roo. of Nurse 48

SCHOOL DATA

Attendance 10 9 Honors, out of school 86
Pemstualit 20 19 Schools attended 10
Expi. of assn 54 20 A recent picture 79
201. of tardiness 72 30 Problem, Chock Lists 105
Grade Progress 4 6 Interest tests 20
Scholar. or Grades 2 4 Aptitude tests 13
Ezpl. of fail. grades63 24 Personality tests 56
Educational plans 20 8 Achievement tests 11
Vocational plans 21 11 Work Experience 44
Activitios in school 12 4 Roos. lemming Jobs 91
Honors is school 14 6 Teachers' comm. & 53
Special interests 25 11 raceme.

Anoodotal records 113 37 Hobbies 33

201. unusual
behavior

88 35 Attitude of home to
ward school

78

35
31

14
40
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TABU VIII (Continued)

THE FREQUENCIES OF ITEMS WHICH COUNSELORS INDICATE AS SELDOM

AVAILABLE FOR COUNSELING IN HIGH SCHOOLS (F1) MD

cougars (0)

Entry In adv., schools 42 1' f Ivitios out of 65 18

Connsallng record 26 IS school
Subjlact Interest. 26 5 Autobiographies 85 ISS

Soclonetrio data /I 46 Record of foil 96 32
Rocard of boos visits 77 45 Record of parents' $4 48

visits to wheels
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!math data. Table VIII, page 59, reveals that tree

41 to 106 of the 535 counselors indicated that those items

were unavailable. High school counselors felt that *mare-,

tic symptoms,* *nutrition,* "fatigue," "psychotic symptoms,"

and "personal hygiene" were items which were seldom avail-

able. College counselors indicated *physical maturation,

"glands," *abdomen,* and "thyroid" before falling in line

with the high school group. There Is a definite indication

hers that from ten to 20 percent of all counselors feel

that many pertinent items concerning health are seldom

available.

Scheel data. Table VIII, page 59 and 80, tsetse

that from six to 219 counselors feel that many of the 36

items listed as "School Data* are seldom available.

"Anecdotal records," "problem check lists,* *reasons

leaving Jobs," "explanation of unusual behavior "honors

out of school," "a recent picture," "autobiographies,"

"attitude of the home toward school," record of follow-

up,* "sociometric data," "record of home visits," and

"explanations of tardiness and failure" are a few of the

items which high school counselors feel are unavailable.

College counselors list "record of parents* visits to

school," "record of home visits," "attitude of home toward

school," "autobiographies," "a recent picture," *anecdotal

records,* "explanations of unusual behavior," *teachers

comments and recommendations," *explanations of tardinetes,
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and *problem' cheek lists* as seldom available. There

might be some question as to whether the college group

would use these or whether they merely listed them as

seldom available. The look of even a few common items

which should be available in all schools such as *grade

progress.* *scholarship,* *special interests," *honors in

school,' and *test results,* leads to the arse conclusion

that Leonard and Tucker (36:13.16) made in their study,

namely: that such information is either not recorded,

and if it is, counselors do not have access to the records

The percent of counselors, ranging from one to 50 percent,

who feel that this materiel is not available indicates a

significant obstacle to sound counseling.

'tans whioh Pupil Record

This part of the study Aimed to secure information

concerning pupil assistance in the completing and record*

ing of pertinent data. The directions for this part of

the questionnaire (Appendix D) were not too well placed

since they were in the last line at the bottom of the

first page. It is assumed that those counselors who fil-

led this out might be representative of a larger group

who misread or did not road this part of the directions.

A few of those who answered this phase of the study indi-

cated an emphatic ono,* most of them Indicated that they

used limited pupil help, and a few indicated that they
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used unlimited pupil help. The answers in Table

pages 68, 69, and to, come from those using limited and

unlimited pupil help on records. This Table is based

on simple frequencies: Ti is the number of high school

counselors indicatingind cating that they use pupils to help rimer

items; and Fe is the number of college eounselors *0

use pupil help on their records. For example, seven

high school counselors had pupils help record course

'name* while only two college counselors had pupils help

them record this item.

Persona Atilt. The best indication of the number

who might have completed this part of the questionnaire,

rsoordingsby pupils, is the 22 counselors who indicated

"birthdate" of mother. This seems to be the item most

often recorded by the pupils. Table IX, pages $4 and $5,

indicates that there may be some disagreement as to what

items pupils should help record; no other item even

approaches the total of 9l. High school oounselors seem

to indicate that when pupils do help record data it is

often such select items as, name sage,. Noma* and

ebirthdate* rather than a complete list of items for sac

member of the family. However, some of these counselors

seem to have pupils record all items about the family.

Definite conclusions cannot be made on the basis of this

evidence for high school counselors. This is especially

true of a few items indicated by college counselor, in

this area.
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TABLE IX

ES OF MKS WM7 II PUPI RECORD

BOOLE (Fl) AND MUMS (FS)

64

PERSONAL DATA

Nano
Age

8
2

Sex 7 2
Birthdate 5 S
BirthPlamo 4 2
Osoupation 5 2
ildueation 4 9
C I ttnen ship 4 2
Rote 6 B
Nationality 5 1

What
Nano
Age
Sex
Birthdato
Birthplase
Coompation
Xdueatien
Citizenship
Race
Nationality

$ 2
fi 2
7 1
4 1

Si 1
4 2
4 2
4 1
5 1
5 1

,Tats
Nano
Aga
Sex
Birthdato
Btrthplaco
Oecupatien
Xdueation
Citizenship
Rasa
Nationality

SM
Language Spoken
leenonto Status
Size of Home
Ow

$ 2
9 X
$ 1
5 1
3 1
6 2
5 E
5 1
6 1
6 1

11
Taoilities 12 0

Location 16 4
la

Brother*

8 2
$ 2

Name
AV,
Sex 8 1
Birthdato 4 1
Birthplace 3 1
Oecupatlon 4
Xdueati on 4 *
Citizenship 31 3.

Race 4 1
Nationality 4 1

Sisters.

Nano 2
Age $ 2
Sex 1
Bi rthdat 4 1
Birthplaca It 1
Oceupation 4
=notation 4 *
Citisenship 3 1
Rae* 4 1
Nat tonality 4 1

Mae
Name 7 1
Ago 7 1
Box 6 1
Birtildata 3 1
Birthplace 3 1
Occupation 3 0
Edueation 0
C 1tlionship 3
Race 4 0
Nationality 0 1

Marital Status- Parents 13 3
Rel. Affil. or Prof. 23 3



TABLE IX (00atlhas4)

THE FREQUENCIES OF ITEMS WHICH PUPI

IN HIGH SCHOOLS (FI.) AND COLLNIES

ECORD

F2)

65

HEALTH DATA

Haight
Weight
Vision
Hearing
Tooth & Guns
Speech
Tonsils
Adonelds
Posture
Toot
Heart
Lungs
Glands
Thyroid
Abdomen
Skin

3
8
4
3
4
4
4

SCHOOL. DATA

Attendance 20
Funstualit 20
Expl. of A WIthelk 8
tapl. of ?swans.
Grade Progress
Scholarship or Gra
/*pl. fall, grades
Xduoatio*sl plans 34
Voeational plans 32
Activitios in schod39
Honors in school 30
Spoolal interests 30
Anecdotal records 4
lexpl. unusual behay.
Entry in adv. school 3

3

Counseling record 1
Honors, out of soh. 33

Schools attended 16

Scalp
Nutrition
Fatigue
Physical Maturation
Personal Weiss*
immunisations
!Unease*

4
4
3
4
4
9

1*

*
2
4

2

5
3 Operations 11 5

Injuries 8 4
2 Neurotic synpt 6 3
2 Psychotic symptoms 5 3

Orthopedic 4 2
5 Recess. of Dentist 4 3
2 Rooms. of Doctor 4 3
2 Recomm. of Nurse 4 3
2

3 A resent picture 11 3
2 Problem Cheek lists 18 2
4 Aptitude tests 7 1
a Personality toots 3 1
1 Achlovanent tests 9 1
1 Work laperionoe 15 I
3 Roes. leaving jobs 15 4
8 Teacher com. & reson. 1 0
8 Hobbies 28 6
6 Att. of he to schodi 2 1
5 Activities out of sob. 25 ?

Sobject interests 25 4
0 Autobiographies 23 8
2 Sociomstrio data 1 2
2 Rec. of follow-up 2 0
0 Record of home visits 0 0
3 Rec. of parents' visit 0 2
5 to school

Interest Tests 18
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All. The 11 to 23 high school counselors who

harm rated pupil recording of these items have ranked, in

order *religious preference or affiliation,' language

spoken,* 'location of home,* *marital status, and *else

of home.* Apparently, there is a tendency for sea of

these counselors to get information from mils about the

home by having them record the pertinent data. All of

these items dims much mere interest in rating than those

under personal data. Again Information from college coun-

selors is too inconclusive to be of value.

'ltd data. As indicated by TableIX, page 65, pupils

most often record *illnosses,* "operations,* *height,*

°V. t 0 olumunisations* *vision, and *Injuries.* These

are the simpler types of health data which pupils sight

record. There are also indications that some pupils help

record all health data. This may be pupil help in the

office of the school. information from college counselors

is still small, but there are indications that a fee items

are being recorded by pupils.

School Table IX, page 65, shows that pupi re-

cording of iteme as reported by all a ounselors ranges

from one to 42. High school counselors most often use

pupils to record, *activities in school," 'educational

plans,* ovooational plans,* *honors out of school,'

*honors in school,' 'special interests,* *hobbies," "acti-

vities out of school,* *subject interests,* "attendance,A
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and autobiographies.* There is a definite indieation of

some use ofpupil recording which might reach fairly large

proportions in a comprehensive survey. This is true not

only of School Data but of all types of data which must be

recorded and on which pupils may assist.

Pertipent rims al, Am, Rhatilt, elthool jaidg jaw
lz :tat Combined Zola 91 Omitelors

Pertinent personal AM. When the section containing

Personal Data in Table X, pages 68, 69, and 70, is compared

to other sections on the basis of total positive frequency,

information about the counsels. is very important. "Nerve,"

"age,* "sex." and *education* are statistically signifi.

cant as Very Valuable when each is compared to the other

percentages it is given by counselors; they also have few

or negative percentages. *Rase,* "age and *sex" are

also statistically significant as Very Valuable. All items

are significant; this means that counselors feel that all

items should be on records. There Is a gradual tapering

off in these Total Frequencies which is shown by the fast

that there is a drop of 32 in the total of these first ten

items. In the Total Positive Frequency, (Ranks One, Two,

and Three) there is a drop of 211 frequencies. These two

facts indicate that fewer counselors ranked the items.

They actually indicated by total positive frequency con.

siderablie difference in the pertinence of all these items

in counseling.



TABLE X

THE FREQUENCIES F1F5), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT PERSONAL DATA AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREqUENOIEE (T2) OF

THIS DATA AS DETERMINED BY 535 COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

COUNSELEE

Nano
Age
Sex
Birthdate
Birthplace
Occupation
Education
Citizenship
Race
Nationality

MOTHER

Name
Age
Sex
Birthdate
Birthplace
Occupation
Education
Citizenship
Race
Nationality

se. PR2 r3 PR3 PR4 r5 PR5 4 T2

334 60.3 34 6.1 185 33.4 1 .2 554 553
311 58.0 52 9.7 171 31.9 1 .2 1 .2 536 534
311 58.2 34 6.4 183 34.3 1 .2 4 .8 533 528
261 48.7 42 7.8 192 35.8 28 5.2 13 2.4 536 495
203 38.3 55 10.4 205 38.7 61 11.5 6 1.1 530 463
230 46.1 73 14.6 176 35.3 13 8.6 7 1.4 499 479
303 56.6 54 10.1 173 32.3 3 .6 2 .4 535 527
195 36.9 62 11.7 200 37.8 65 12.3 7 1.3 629 457
201 37.4 60 11.2 198 36.9 65 12.1 13 2.4 537 459
178 37.4 60 11.2 198 34.9 65 12.1 13 2.4 623 436

171 39.0 88 20.0 120 27,3 42 9.6 18 4.1 439 379
114 20.9 105 19.2 235 43.0 82 15.0 10 1.8 546 454
109 27.0 58 14.4 176 43.7 15 3.7 45 11.2 403 343
98 19.0 76 14.7 181 35.0 86 16.6 78 14.7 517 355
100 19.1 89 17.0 211 40.3 108 20.7 15 2.9 523 400
179 83.3 139 25.9 201 37.4 16 3.0 2 .4 537 519
154 28.8 144 27.0 209 39.1 25 4.7 2 .4 534 507
118 21.9 104 19.3 220 40.7 81 15.0 17 3.1 540 443
128 24.7 89 17.2 212 40.9 72 13.9 19 3.3 518 409
112 21.3 90 17.1 223 42.4 84 16.0 17 3.2 526 425



TABLE X (Continued)

HE FREQUENCIES (FLO) , TOTAL TRIVENCI (T1), AND FZROENTHIE RANKS or INFORTANC (PR)

OT PERTINENT PERSONAL DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUNCIES (TS)

OF TH/S DATA AS DETERMINED BY 53$ COUNSELORS

IRIONINIMNIIMM00011011111111.1101111.10011011.

FATHER

Nano
As.
Sex
Birthdato
Birthplace
Oceupation
Education
Citizenship
Race
Nationality

alms
Age
Sex
Birtbdate
Birthplace
Occupation
Education
Citizenship
Race
Nationality

z e Ls 7 2 Y !2
176 753.0 89 16.3 216 40.6 336 6.6 16 3.0 180 479
11? .3 105 20.0 210 40.1 83 13.8 9 1.7 524 43*
103 26.0 67 14.4 176 44.4 13 3.3 4? 11.0 396 336
$5 16.1 76 14.4 200 36.0 95 16.0 71 13.5 62? 361
96 18.0 101 19.1 219 41.4 91 18.5 17 3.2 529 41$
205 37.2 133 24.6 156 22.2 16 1.0 8 .4 542 524
160 30.0 163 284 202 MA *4 4.4 3 .5 542 615
112 21.6 103 19.8 803 39.1 36 16.6 15 2.9 519 418
125 24.0 39 17.3 216 42.1 66 12.9 19 3.7 513 426
108 25.? 96 18.3 216 41.0 8$ 16.2 19 3.6 $24 420

92 19.3 85 17.4 183 38.5 101 11.2 1? 3.6 476 362
107 *0.4 110 21.0 219 41.7 77 14.7 1* 2.3 525 436
90 20.8 76 17.6 184 42.6 43 10.0 SO 9.0 432 350
64 12.7 76 15,0 169 37.4 109 21.5 6$ 13.4 506 329
61 11.6 $1 15.4 190 36.* 150 28.6 43 8.2 525 532
96 18.1 121 22.9 *11 39.9 91 17.2 10 1.9 529 42$
107 20.3 130 24.7 809 39.7 77 14.6 4 .3 527 446
72 13.9 98 18.9 195 37.6 131 26.2 23 4.4 519 365
82 16.1 81 15.9 197 38.7 117 33.0 32 6.3 509 360
67 13.4 86 17.2 190 32.0 124 24.8 33 6.6 500 343



TABLE X (Continued)

THE FREQUENCIES (r1-01), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS CT IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT PERSONAL DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2)

0? THIS DATA AS DETERMINED BY $36 COUNSELORS

eahined Groups

94 17.9

Whits 65
rthplasto 87

Oeoupation 94
Mutation 104
Citizenship 67
RAS 81
Nationality 64

OTHERS
Wine 83
Age 71
Sex 67
Birthdato 44
Birthplace 45
Occupation 70
Idueation 64
Citinenship 49
Rae* 57
Nationality 46

.3
9

18.4
13.8
17.9
10.0
13.3
16.2
12.7

21.3
104
20.4
14.2
16.0
20.4
18.8
14.6
16.9
13.7

D4 16.0 BO 98.6 118 22.4 826
118 22.0 223 41.6 75 14.0 11 8.1 536
66 16.0 183 44.3 46 11.1 3 8.7 413
71 15.0 193 36.7 11.4 21.7 75 14.3 516
73 1.4.4 180 35.4 15$ $3.1 43 6.9 508

125 *3.8 114 40.8 83 15.8 9 1.7 515
180 14.8 WM 40.0 74 14.2 5 1.0 510
90 17.0 169 37.5 129 25.6 29 5.8 504
79 15.8 198 59.7 107 21.4 84 6.8 499
87 17.3 193 38.4 124 24.7 85 7.0 605

58 14.9 132 33.9 96 24.7 20 5.1 389
57 16.1 133 37.5 79 22.3 15 4.2 355
45 13.7 129 39.3 66 90.1 21 6.4 328
35 11.3 120 38.7 73 23.8 38 12.3 310
37 10.8 111 32.4 102 29.7 38 11.1 343
59 17.2 123 35.9 76 22.2 15 4.4 343
55 16.1 126 37,0 77 82.6 19 5.6 341
51 15.2 111 33.1 98 29.3 26 7.8 335
45 13.3 123 36.4 81 24.0 32 9.5 338
52 15.5 121 36.0 88 26.2 29 8.6 336

2
MS1
450
331
137
310
433
441
346
368
344

273
261
241
199
193
252
246
211
425
219



These counselors feel that mother's *education.*

*occupation,* and age* are the three most important items;

they have small percentages in the two negative ranks and

the largest total pf positive frequencies. *Age.* *birth

*eitisenship,* *race,* and *nationality* when

ranked as Necessary are significant. All ten items are

significant for inclusion in pertinent data for counseling.

Frequencies, in general, drop more rapidly than in those

items about counsellor,.

In Table X, page 69, fatheesmoducati ttoccup tient°

ens and *age* have the highest total of positive fre

que Names *age,* *sex** *birthdateolt *birthplace,*

*el enship,* and *ram,* are significant as Necessary.

All items are significant for inclusion in lists of perti

nent data. There seems to be a slight but definite

tendency for counselors to place more value on information

about the father than that about the mother.

Counselors feel that the most important items son-

corning brothers are, *education.* *age,* and "occupation;'

this conclusion is based on total positive frequencies.

"Age," *sex,* and *occupation* are significant as leoessary.

The number of persons rating these items (Ti) is much

smaller than for those items concerned with counsels*

mother, and father. The total positive frequency (Tt) is

generally much smaller but counselors continue to select

items rather thoroughly.
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Me Table y, Peg 70. counselors rats *age.* "efts..

tion4 and *occupation* of sisters as moat important;

this s again based on total positive frequencies. *Met"

"sex." and "occupation* are significant as Necessary.

lany counselors (39 percent) tend to reject *birthplace"

as a pertinent item about Brothers and Sisters. There is

considerable similarity In the rankings of Brothers and

Sisters by counselors. All items in both groups are sisal

!leant for inclusion in data for counseling.

Ratings of items on Others show that *name, * "age.*

*occupation,* and *education* of others in the family are

considered most important by counselors; this conclusion

is based on the total positive frequency. *Sex* is the

only item in the Necessary rank which is significant. The

number of counselors rating items and the total positive

frequencies Is smaller than for any other group in this

area. The total percentages of the first three ranks for

all items are significant when compared to that of the

last two ranks. This means that counselors favor the per

tinence of those items even though it is by a much smaller

margin.

Rom data for. Zla counselors. In Table XI, page TS,

the most pertinent items as rated by l counselors are,

*marital status of parents," "economic statuer and *stagy

facilities"; these items are indicated by the largest

positive frequencies. Only "marital status of parents*



TABLE XI

TEE FREQUENCIES (1401), TOTAL PREQUEMIES (71) AND PERCENTAGE RANKS or IMPORTANCE (PR)

07 PERTINENT HOME DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE razomm (01) or Tars

DATA, AS DETERMINED BY COUNSELORS

101.114.

Combined Groups

e ze .e fit 1 e.
Language Spoken 184 35.7 129 24.8 133 24.4 65 12.5 8 1.5 521 448
Economic Status 201 38.0 189 36.6 102 19.7 21 4.1 4 .8 51? 492
Si* o of None 81 15.8 16? *2.6 148 22.9 101 19.7 15 2.1 512 396

Ownership 36 7.1 118 23.1 133 86.1 19? 38.6 26 6.1 510 WI
Study Facilities 161 28.4 20? 39.0 127 23.9 127 T.? 5 .9 531 485

Location 99 19.3 174 33.9 170 33.1 60 11.7 10 1.9 813 443
Marital Status of Par. *69 55.3 105 234 89 17.0 18 3.4 2 .4 526 503
Relig. AMA. or Pref. 61 12.0 140 $7.5 155 30.4 137 26.9 1? 3.3 510 356
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Valuable is significant. *Ownership of he home*

* see of the home* are the two items having the smal-

lest total positive frequengy and the largest negative

percentages, If any two items in this area were to be

excluded from records, these two are indicated. All of

these nine items are significant for use in counseling

exeept *ownership of home.*

,Health data forial o** lone. Table XII, pages 6

and 76, shows that *physical maturation** *neurotics spur-

toms***speoch** *psychotic symptoms** *orthopedic,*

oreoommendatione of doctor** wheart***weight** *fatigue**

and *inuries* are selected as the ten most pertinent items

among health data. These items have the largest positive

frequencies. Items having the smallest positive frequen-

cies are those which might be excluded from a select list

of items for records. These are *height** *abdomen*"

*scalp** *immunisations * *feet *glands***skin** *thy

mid** *tonsils,* and adenoids.* Those items which are

significant as Very Valuable are *vision** *neurotic 'm-

ums,' 'psychotic symptoms.* *Height* and *weight* are

the only two items which are significant as Meeessary.

*Abdomen* is the only item which is not significant for in-

elusion in pertinent data for counseling.

pertinent *Stool Mittel! rankedltill eo neelors.

Table XIII, pages 77 and 75* shows that all ***nosier*

rank *vocational plans** *activities in school."



TABLE XII

THE FREQUENCIES Fl-F5), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT HEALTH DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (!'2)

OF THIS DATA, AS DETERMINED BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

ift P21 PR2 r3 PR3 it! PR4 PR5

Height 100 19.5 87 17.0 202 39.4 112 21.8 12 2.3
Weight 108 20.7 96 18.4 204 39.2 102 19.6 11 2.1
Vision 234 45.2 104 20.1 146 28.2 32 6.2 2 .4
Hearing 231 44.7 105 20.3 145 28.0 33 6.4 3 .6

Teeth & Gums 86 17.4 121 24.5 174 35.2 105 21.3 8 1.6
Speech 181 35.7 126 24.9 139 27.4 55 10.8 6 1.2
Tonsils 59 12.0 98 20.0 173 35.2 141 28.7 20 4.1
Adenoids 56 11.3 101 20.4 176 35.6 142 28.7 19 3.8
Posture 67 13.6 107 21.7 185 $7.4 122 24.7 13 2.6
Feet 56 11.0 101 19,9 166 34.6 157 30.9 18 3.5
Heart 130 -26.2 119 23 0 161 32.4 81 16.3 6 1.2
Lungs 113 23.5 98 20.4 151 31.4 107 22.2 12 2.5
Glands 82 16.7 96 19.6 146 29.7 149 30.3 18 5.7
Thyroid 79 15.9 98 19.7 152 30.5 149 29.9 20 4.0
Abdomen 48 10.1 79 16.6 144 30.3 178 37.5 26 5.5
Skin 64 13.2 105 21.6 158 32.6 138 28.5 20 4.1
Scalp 47 9.9 88 18.5 142 29.8 171 35.9 28 5.9

Nutrition 109 22.5 114 23.6 152 31.4 96 1918 13 2.7
Fatigue 126 25.9 130 26.7 150 30.9 73 15.0 7 1.4

Physical Maturation 132 25.6 170 32.9 147 28.5 57 11.0 10 1.9

Personal Hygiene 115 24.3 130 27.5 153 32.3 68 14.4 7 1.5

71 T2

513 130
521 408
518 484
517 481
494 381
507 446
491 330
495 334
494 359
498 323
497 410
481 362
491 324
498 329
475 271
485 327
476 277
484 375
486 436
516 449
473 398



TABLE XII (C ontinued)

THE FREQUENCIES (F1.75), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (TI), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS CF IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT HEALTH DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES: (T2)

OF THIS DATA, AS DETERMINED BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

PRE 113 int3 1.4
ISMINO.

PR5 T1 T2

Immunizations 61 12.7 82 17.0 177 36.7 133 27.6 29 6.0 482 320
Illnesses 115 23.3 139 28.1 184 37.2 52 10.5 4 *8 494 438

Operations 77 15.6 138 28.0 172 34.9 96 19.5 10 2.0 493 387
Injuries 98 20.3 134 27.7 173 35.8 72 14.9 6 1.2 483 405

Neurotic symptoms 219 45.0 120 24.6 108 22.2 37 1.6 3 .6 487 447
Psychotic symptoms 214 43.7 106 21.6 113 23.1 52 10.6 5 1.0 490 433
Orthopedic 178 37.1 111 23.1 133 27.7 53 11.0 5 1.0 480 422
Recom. of Dentist 120 25.5 110 23.4 148 31.4 84 17.8 9 1.9 471 378
Recom. of Doctor 156 31.9 120 24.5 146 29.9 61 12.5 6 1.2 489 422
Recom. of Nurse 142 24.6 114 23.8 147 30.7 67 14.0 9 1.9 479 403



TABLE XIII

THE FREQUENCIES (F1 -F5), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS CF IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT SCHOOL DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2) OF THIS

DATA, AS DETERMINED BY

Combined Groups

Attendance 267 52.7 105 20.7 113 22.3 21 4.1 1 .2 507 485
Punctuality 196 40.2 136 27.9 116 23.8 35 7.2 S 1,0 488 448
Expl. of Absence 181 36.6 145 29.3 127 25.7 40 8.1 2 .4 495 453
Expl. of Tardiness 149 31.0 142 29.6 120 25.0 62 12.9 7 1.5 480 411
Grade Progress 282 56.9 113 22.8 88 17.7 10 2.0 3 .6 496 483
Schol. or Grades 282 61.6 82 17.9 87 19.0 6 1.3 1 .2 458 451
Expl. of fail. grades 243 49.0 156 31.5 81 16.3 14 2.8 2 .4 496 478
Educational Plans 287 57,0 125 24.8 75 14.9 6 1.2 11 2.2 504 48?
Vocational Plane 285 56.0 122 24.0 92 18.1 7 1.4 3 .6 509 499
Activities in school 234 46.9 160 32.1 94 18.8 9 1.8 2 .4 499 488
Honors in school 159 31.9 184 36.9 132 26.5 20 4.0 3 .6 498 475
Special Interests 270 54.4 149 30.0 66 13.3 9 1.8 2 .4 496 495
Anecdotal Records 193 40.1 146 30.4 89 18.5 47 9.8 6 1.2 481 428
Expl. unusual behavior 247 50.1 136 27.6 72 14.6 34 6.9 4 .8 493 455
Entry in adv. schools 115 25.1 145 31.7 152 33.2 43 9.4 3 .6 458 412
Counseling Record 307 61.2 101 20.1 79 15.7 12 2.4 3 .6 502 46?
Honors out of school 112 23.1 197 40.7 133 27.5 41 8.5 1 .2 484 442
Schools attended 132 26.9 121 24.6 190 38.7 44 9.0 4 .8 491 443
A recent picture 89 18.7 105 22.1 125 26.3 118 24.8 39 8.2 476 319
Problem check list 82 17.6 146 31.4 124 26.7 104 22.4 9 1.9 465 352



TABLE XIII (Continued)

THE FREQUENCIES (F1-75), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS CF IMPORTANCE (PR)

OF PERTINENT SCHOOL DATA, AND THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2) OF THIS

DATA, AS DETERMINED BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

P 72 FR4 F3 PR3 F4 PR4

Interest Tests 196 39.7 168 34.0 106 21.5 22 4.5 2 .4 494 470
Aptitude Tests 283 56.5 120 24.0 84 16.8 11 2.2 3 .6 501 487
Personality Tests 118 23.7 172 34.5 101 20.3 103 20.7 4 .8 498 391
Achievement Tests 238 47.4 140 27.9 110 21.9 11 2.2 3 .6 502 488
Work Experience 192 38.4 182 36.4 107 21.4 18 3.6 1 .2 500 481
Reasons for leas. jobs 175 35.8 164 33.5 114 23.3 32 6.5 4 .8 489 453
Teachers' com. & recom.192 38.5 174 34.9 103 20.6 29 5.8 1 499 469
Hobbies 148 30.2 187 38.2 136 27.8 17 3.5 2 .4 490 471
Att. of home to.school 214 43,3 157 31.8 93 18.8 28 5.7 2 .4 494 464
Activities out of ech. 178 36.0 185 37.4 111 22.5 19 3.8 1 .2 494 474
Subject Interests 197 39.8 170 34.3 112 22.6 15 3.0 1 495 479
Autobiographies 128 25.9 172 34.8 114 23.1 73 14.8 7 1.4 494 414
Sociometrio Data 108 22.6 166 34.8 2D8 22.6 85 17.8 10 2.1 477 382
Rec. follow-up incl. 148 30.4 152 31.2 130 26.7 50 10.3 7 1.4 487 430
Rec. of home visits 136 28.0 134 27.6 130 26.8 73 15.1 12 2.5 485 400
Rec. of parents' visit
to school

136 29.2 154 33.1 112 24.1 55 11.8 8 1.7 465 402

a
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"erdusational plans," "aptitude tuts (including int* 11

wee)," "counseling record,,' special interests," ',grade

progress," "attendances" work experience," andlimplana

tions of falling grades" as the ten most pertinent items.

This ranking is based on high positive frequencies. Those

items which might be eliminated from a selected list of

items for a record because of low positive frequencies are,

a recent picture," "problem check list," "record of follow.

up 1nquirieer 'personality tests," 'record of hone visits,"

"record of parents' visits to school," "explanations of

Unto's." "entry into advanced schools," "sociometrie

data and "anecdotal records." Very Valuable Items whose

percentages are significant are. 'attendance," "grads

progress," "scholarship or grades," "educational plane,'

"explanations of tailing grades," "vocational plans,"

"special interests," "explanations of unusual behavior,"

'counseling record,' *aptitude tests (including intelli.

gene.)", and 'achievement tests." Counselors feel that

all these items are significant and should be on counsel

ing records.
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CHAPTER V

SOURCES OF PERTINHNT DATA--INDICATIONS OF TIE VALUE

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the

sources of pertinent data and to secure from counselors

a ranking of items for identifying the source and indica-

ting the degree of its value. This is the largest study

that has been made on sources of pertinent data. Defini-

tions and terminology used in interpreting the tables in

this chapter may be found in the introduction to Chapter IV. .

Pupils as Sources of Pertinent Data
- =00..

,High school counselors. Table XIV, page 81, indicates

that "interviews," "tests,""physical examinations," and

"questionnaires" are the major sources of pupil data for

high school counselors. The least important sources of

data about pupils are "sociograms," "ecattergrams," "case

studies," and "autobiographies." These two groups of

findings are based on largest percentages in the first

three ranks and smallest percentages in the last two ranks.

"Interviews," and "tests," when ranked as Very Valuable,

both have significant percentage differences over their

other ranks. "Scattergrams" and "sociograms" have signi-

ficant percentage differences as Seldom Necessary over

their other four ranks; according to high school counsel -

ore, these two items are not pertinent in counseling and



TABLE XIV

THE TOTAL FRrt NCIES (Ti), AND P CEOTh ' RANKS (PR) OV,ICH INDICATE

THE VALUE OF PERTINENT DATA USED Y COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

PUPILS PR1

88.1
35.6
59.4
23.0
39.1
21.9
13.1
5.5

35.5

41.8
8.4
46.3
47.1
13.7

PR2

4.2
36.1
24.6
31.0
23.4
30.1
15.1
19.5
23.5

23.0
21.4
28.2
26.9
24.2

PR3

7.4
17.5
15.2
23.3
28.6
28.7
20.3
20.4
16.3

17.0
21.4
15.7
18.1
28.0

PR4 PRO T1

.2 --- 405
10.7 --- 382

.5 .3 394
21.2 1.6 387
8.3 .5 384
16.4 2.9 342
39.811.6 344
43.211.6 329
22.1 2.b 344

16.7 1.6 383
42.3 o.4 345
9.8 --- 376
7.2 .8 376
21.312.7 314

PR1

92.9
28.1
53.5
15.5
36.0
18.0
12.2
10.2
32.3

24.4
7.5

37.2
38.3
12.4

PR2

1.4
27.4
31.9
33.8
25.7
23.4
22.0
23.6
30.1

22.1
17.3
23.4
19.3
14.0

PR3

5.7
21.9
12.5
18.3
22.1
22.7
17.1
15.0
15.0

15.3
20.3
13.1
17.0
28.9

PR4 PRO

---- ---
19.9 2.7
2.1 ---
28.9 3.5
12.5 3.7
28.1 7.8
31.7 17.1
37.8 13.4
21.8 1.5

32.1 6.1
33.8 21.1
26.3 ---
24.8 ---
28.9 15.7

Ti

140
146
144
142
136
128
123
127
133

131
133
137
141
121

Interviews
Questionnaires
Tests
Autobiographies
Physical examinations
group techniques
Scattergrame
Sociogrann
Case studies

PARENTS

Visitation
Questionnaires
Interviewing
Conferences
Sugg. in hndbk. for par.

co



TABLE XIV (Continued)

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (TI), AND PERCENTA1E R4NKS (PR) vVI h INDICATE

THE VALUE OF PERTINENT )AT, USED LIC COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

TEACHERS PR1

67.0
PR2

18.8
PR3

12.2
PR4

2.0
PR5.

T1

394
PR1

46.0
PR2

20.4
PR3
20.4

PR4
11.7

PR5
1.5

T1
137

Interviewing
Case conferences 48.0 22.4 17.4 11.3 .8 379 31.4 28.5 21.2 16.1 2.9 137Sociometric. Tech. 10.3 21.8 21.8 37.9 8.2 330 16.7 19.0 18.3 36.5 9.5 126Autobio. of pupils 24.8 26.1 23.7 22.6 2.7 371 13.3 26.6 20.3 29.7 10.2 128Anecdotal records 29.4 34.1 20.5 12.6 3.4 381 29.0 21.4 19.1 22.9 7.8 131Rating of pupils 27.8 31.0 24.3 12.4 4,6 371 18.8 30.8 21.1 22.6 6.8 133
FRIENDS

Encourage to assist 19.9 28.0 23.8 24.1 4.2 361 12.4 27.9 20,2 30.2 9.3 129
Interview when nee. 15.8 20.6 27.5 32.1 4.0 349 15.4 26.0 22.8 31.7 4.1 123

COLS

Transcripts of rec. 66.2 12.4 18.0 2.8 .5 394 55.3 21.3 18.4 4.3 .7 141
Original pupil floder 51.6 22.6 17.0 6.1 2.7 376 46.3 16.9 14.7 17.6 4.4 136
COnfidential inform. 59.7 19.1 15.8 4.4 1.1 367 50.4 23.7 17.0 8.1 .7 135
OTHER AGENCIES

All available data 39.6 23.3 22.2 11.1 3.9 361 40.9 22.0 10.6 22.0 4.5 132
Coop. in confidential mat. 49.9 18.6 22.8 6.6 2.2 377 46.3 23.1 14.2 13.4 3.0 134
Coop. in assisting indiv. 50.1 20.4 21.2 6.4 1.9 377 44.3 25.2 14.5 13.7 2.3 131
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do not need to be on the records. These were the first two

items in the study to be discarded so abruptly. All other

items in this group are significant for inclusion in lists

of pertinent data for high school counselors.

College counselors. "Interviews" and "tests" are

ranked by college counselors as their major sources of per

tinent information about pupils. Over 30 percent of these

counselors believe that, nsociograme," "scattergrams,"

"group techniques," and "autobiographies" are not sources

of pertinent data. All items except "scattergrams" and

"sociograms" are significant for inclusion in records.

There is considerable range in their percentage, but al

except these two items are indicated as pertinent sources

of data about pupils.

Comparisons of the two Brawl. Comparing high school

and college counselors, we find that they agree on "inter

views" and "tests" as the two most important sources of

information about pupils. They both prefer to exclude

"scattergrams" and "sociometric data" from their records.

Item for item, there are no significant differences in

their ratings.

The combined group, of counselors. In Table XV,

page 84, all counselors rank "interviews," "tests,"

*physical exams," "questionnaires," and "autobiographies"

as their most important sources of pertinent information

about pupils; this Cisme usion is based on high frequencies



TABLE XV

THE FREUENCIES
IMPORTANCE,

PERTINENT

(1411-F8), TOTAL PREUENCIES (T ), PLRCENTAlE RANKS (PR)

AND TOTAL POSITIVE FhE.,U,NCIES (T2) CF SOURCES OP
DATA WIIIC!I INDICATE P EIR VALUE TO COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

PUPILS Fi PR1 P2 pR2 F3 pr PR4 F5 PR5 T1 T2

Interviews 487 89.4 19 3.5 38 7.0 1 .2 -- --- 545 544
questionnaires 177 33.5 178 33.7 99 18.8 70 13.2 4 .8 528 454
Tests 311 57.8 143 26.6 78 14.5 5 .9 1 .2 538 532
Autobiographies 111 21,0 168 31.8 116 21.9 123 23.3 11 2.1 529 396
Physical Exams 199 3P.3 125 24.0 140 26.9 49 9.4 7 1.3 520 464
Group Techniques 98 20.9 133 28,3 127 27.0 92 19.6 20 4.3 470 358
Scattergrams 60 12.8 79 16.9 91 19.5 176 37.7 61 13.1 467 230
Sociograms 31 t.8 94 20.6 86 18.9 190 41.7 55 12.1 456 211
Case Studies 165 34.6 121 25.4 76 15.9 105 22.0 10 2.1 477 362

PARENTS

Visitation 192 37.4 117 22.8 85 16.5 106 20.6 14 2.7 514 394
questionnaires 39 8.2 97 20.3 101 21.1 191 40.1 50 10,5 478 237
Interviewing 225 43.9 138 26.9 77 15.0 73 14.2 -- ---- 513 440
Conferences 231 44.7 129 25.0 92 17.8 'i62 12.0 3 .6 517 452
Bugg. in Handbka. 58 13.3 93 21.4 123 28.3 102 23.4 59 13.6 435 274

TEACHERS

Interviewing 327 61.6 102 19.2 76 14.3 24 4.5 2 .4 531 505
Case conferences 225 43.6 124 24.0 95 18.4 65 12.6 7 1.4 516 444
Sociometric Tech. 55 12.1 96 21.1 95 20.8 171 37.5 39 8.6 456 246
Autobio, of pupils 109 21.8 131 26.3 114 22.8 122 ),'.4z4.4 23 4.6 499 354



TABLE XV (Continued)

TEE FRE4iUENCI:Z (F1-0), TOTAL FBEki.P:7-NCILS (T1), PERCENT,GE RA:ACS (PR)

IMPORTANCE, AND TOTAL POSITIVE FRF,..:41JENCIES (T2) OF SOUTCES OF

PERTINtAT DATA IC INDICATE ii EIH VALUE TO COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

TEACHERS (cont.) pl ?Hi F2 PR2 F5 FR3 F4 PR4 F5 PR5 Tel T2

Anecdotal Records 150 29.3 158 30.9 103 20.1 78 15.2 23 4.5 512 411
Rating of pupils 128 25.4 156 31.0 118 23.4 76 15.1 26 5.2 504 402

FRIENDS

Encouraging to assist 88 18.0 137 28.0 112 22.9 126 25.7 27 5.5 490 337
interview where nec. 74 15.7 104 22.0 124 26.3 151 32.0 19 4.0 472 302

OTHER SCHOOLS

Transcripts of rec. 339 63.4 79 14.8 97 18.1 17 3.2 3 .6 535 505
Orip:inal pupil folder 257 50.2 108 21.1 84 16.4 47 9.2 16 3.1 512 449
Confidential inform. 287 57.2 102 20.3 81 16.1 27 5.4 5 1.0 502 470

OTHFR AltNCIES

All available data 197 40.0 113 22.9 94 19.1 69 14.0 20 4.1 493 404
Coop. in cont. mat. 250 48.9 101 19.8 105 20.5 43 8,4 12 2.3 511 456
Coop. in assist. ind. 247 48.6 110 21.7 99 19.5 42 8.3 10 2.0 508 456
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(positive} and low negative percentages. nterviews"

and "tests" have significant percentages as Very Valuable.

"Interviews" are the major source of pertinent data about

pupils for these counselors by a wide margin; "teats" rank

a strong second; "physical exams" are third; and "question-

naires" are fourth. All items except "seattergrame" and

"sociograms" are significant as pertinent sources of pupil

data. Very low frequencies also indicate that these two

items might be excluded from sources of pertinent data for

counseling purposes. The range of 186 positive frequencies

between the highest and lowest items indicate that these

counselors, as a group, are not in complete agreement con-

cerning sources of pertinent data from pupils.

Parents as Sources of Pertinent pats

Liala school counselor. The items of first importance

to high school counselors in securing pertinent information

from parents, in Table XIV, pages 81 and 82, are: "confer-

ences," "interviewing," and "visitation." This is

indicated by their high positive frequencies and their

sigAlficance as Very Valuable. High school counselors

believe that "questionnaires" sent to parents are their

poorest source of pertinent data about pupils.

College counselors. The most important parent sources

of pertinent data for these college counselors are "confer-

ences" and "interviewing." However, only "conferences" is
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ranked as Very Valuable. "Suggestions in parent handbooks'

is rated as the poorest source of pertinent information

from parents. All items except "questionnaires" and

"suggestions in handbooks for parents" are judged as the

necessary sources of pertinent data about pupils in the

college counseling. On this basis, these two sources

might be excluded from use in the usual counseling cases.

Comparisons of the two groups. When the two most im-

portant sources of pertinent pupil data from parents are

compared for these two groups, it is found that both agree

that "interviews" and "conferences" are pertinent sources

of data. Item-for-item comparisons reveal a significant

percentage difference for "visitation" as Very Valuable in

favor of the high school group; this means that high

school counselors place greater value on this item. High

school counselors would exclude "questionnaires" to parents

as sources of pertinent pupil information while college

counselors would exclude "questionnaires" and "handbooks

for parents."

The combined ,group of counselors. In Table XV,

pages 84 and 85, all counselors rank "conferences," "inter-

views," and "visitation" as their most important sources

of pertinent pupil information from Parents. Their least

valuable sources are "questionnaires" and "suggestions in

handbooks." The items, "interviewing" and "conferences?

are significant as Very Valuable. "Questionnaires" are
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significant as Seldom Necessary. This item is one which

these counselors believe is not a significant source of

pertinent data. "Questionnaires" and "suggestions in

handbooks" are the only items which are not significant.

Counselors, as a group, reject these two sources of perti-

nent data from Parents for counseling.

Teachers as Sources of Pertinent Data

=Li school counselors. Information about pupils is

most often secured, Table XIV, page 82, from teachers by

means of "interviews," "anecdotal records," and "case

conferences." The least valuable source of data is

"sociometric techniques." The percentages of "interview-

ing" and "case conferences" are significant as Very

Valuable. Only "sociometric techniques" are not signifi-

cant as pertinent sources of pupil data from teachers.

College counselors. The three most important teacher

sources of pertinent data from Teachers about pupils

according to college counselors, are "interviewing," "case

conferences," and "ratings of pupils." This item is also

significant as Seldom Necessary. "Interviewing" is signi-

ficant as Very Valuable for college counselors. Only

"sociolietric techniques" is not a significant source of

data from Teachers about pupils.

Comparisons of the two groups. High school and col-

lege counselors agree on the importance of "interviews"
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and "case conferences." They indicate that only "aocio.

metric techniques" should be excluded as a source of

pertinent data for Teachers for counseling. "Interviewing"

is significant as Very Valuable for high school counselors

in an item -by -item comparison with that rank for college

counselors. This means that these high school counselors

rank interviews as much more important in counseling than

college counselors.

The combined group of counselors. In Table XV, pages

84 and 85, the two most important sources of pertinent

data from Teachers for counseling are "interviewing" and

"case conferences." "Soctometric techniques" is the item

considered least important and tie only one not significant.

"Interviewing" and "case conferences" are significant as

Very Valuable and "sociometric techniques" is significant

as Seldom Necessary.

> <riends,as Sources of Pertinent Data

jta.)}1 school counselors. Only two items are included

In this part of Table XIV, page 82, but they are both

significant. The negative percentages, 28.3 and 36.1

percent, are large enough to indicate that many high

school counselors neither secure pertinent data from

friends by "interviewing them when necessary," nor are

they "encouraging them to assist" counselees.
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College counselors. Although the ranking of college

counselors increases their negative percentages, these two

items are significant for inclusion in records. There are

no percentages of any item which are significant over all

other ranks.

Comparisons of the to o Aroups. An item-by em corn-

parison reveals no significant differences in percentages

by ranks. The two items are significant for inclusion as

sources of data from friends for counseling.

The combined group of counselors. In Table XV,

page 85, the total positive frequencies and the total

negative percentages indicate that about one-third of all

counselors feel that friends are not too necessary as

sources of pertinent data for counseling. These two are

significant, meaning Friends should be used as a source

of pertinent data by means of "interviewing, when neces-

sary," and by "encouraging them to assist" counselees.

Other Schools as Sources of Pertinent

High school ,counselors. Table XIV, page 82. shows

that 90 percent of these high school counselors believe

that these items are NecesssrY. Valuable, or Vary Valu-

able. These three items are well accepted as methods of

securing data from Other Schools.

College co s o s. The three items are also signi-

ficant as Very Valuable for college counselors. This means
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that these items are considered very pertinent for use in

college counseling cases.

Comparisons of the two groups. The three items cow.

cerned with sources of data from Other Schools are signi-

ficant as Very Valuable for both groups. They are also

significant for use in high school and college counseling.

An item-for-item comparison reveals that there are no sig-

nificant differences. Evidence points to similarity in

the ranks of these items for both groups.

The combined group of counselors. In Table XV,

page 85, all three items are highly significant as Very

Valuable sources of data from Other Schools for the com-

bined group of counselors. Their importance is also

indicated by high total positive frequencies and low nega-

tive percentages.

Other Agencies as Sources of Pertinent Data

auk school counselors. All items except "all rec..

ords of available data" are significant as Very Valuable,

Every item in this group le significant for inclusion in

records for high school counseling.

College, pipunselors. All three items in Table XIV,

page 82, are significant as Very Valuable for college

counselors. The three items are highly significant, mean-

ing that they are pertinent sources of data for counseling

from Other Agencies.
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Comparison of the two groups. The major difference

between these groups is that "all records of available

data" is significant for college counselors but not for

the high school group. When comparisons are made on an

itemforitem basis between the two groups, there are no

significant differences in percentages on any item. The

conclusion is that these groups are generally very similar.

The combined group of counselors. The combined group

percentages in Table XV, pages 84 and 85, are all signifi

cant for each item as Very Valuable. These items, "all

records of available data," "cooperation in confidential

matters," and "cooperation in assisting individuals," are

also significant as sources of data from Other Agencies

for use in counseling pupils.
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CHAPTER VI'

THE 0 ANIZATION AND PRrSETTATION OF PERTINENT

DATA FOR USE IN COUNSELING

The purpose of this chapter is to determine how coun-

selors organize and present pertinent data so that this

information may be interpreted readily in the counseling

situation. This part of the study will determine how

forms for recording data are completed, where they are

kept, how they are constructed, who uses them, for what

grade level they are available, how often and by whom

items are recorded, how the forms are constructed, now

teachers and counselors are prepared to use records, how

long materials are kept in folders, how record forms are

distributed (when necessary), and other questions basic

to this phase of counseling. The information for high

school and college counselors is in Table XVI, pages 96,

97, and 98, and that for the combined group of counselors

is in Table XVII, pages 100, 101, and 102. Definitions

and terminology used in interpreting these tables may be

found in the introduction to Chapter IV.

Organization Presentation
i II eanne of Igiti al Forms

High school counselors. "Questionnaires to pupils"

and "kept in the guidance folder until recorded" are

significant as Very Valuable. These two items also have
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the smallest negative percentages in the group of items

concerned with Initial Forms. The only item which is not

significant is "systematically distributed to the family

by the school." This item would be rejected by high

school counselors as a method to be used in the organiza-

tion and presentation of Initial Forms.

College counselors. The item which has the largest

total of negative percentages is "kept in the guidance

folder until recorded.* No items have significance over

all their other ranks; this indicates an even distribution

of ratings in all ranks and some disagreement as to the

pertinency of items. *Questionnaires to parents" and

"systematically distributed to the family by the school"

are not significant. College counselors feel that these

two items might well be excluded from records.

Comparisons of the two groups. Two items are igni-

ficant as Very Valuable for high school counselors, but

none are significant as Very Valuable for college counsel..

ors. In an item-for-item comparison of the two groups,

there are no significant differences in percentages on

individual items. There are some differences in rankings

between high school and college counselors which are

basic to the different counseling situations and records

of the two groups.

The combined group of counselors. Table XVII,

page 100, shows that "kept in the guidance folder until
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recorded" and "questionnaires to pupils" are significant

items having to do Illth the organization and presentation

of Initial Forms. The percentages of these two item* are

also significant as Very Valuable. All items are signi-

ficant except "distributed to the family by the school."

This item would be recommended for exclusion and all

other items would be suggested for inclusion as items

concerned with the organization and presentation of

Initial Forms.

The Organization and Presentation o a Az Moans

of ,Permanent Records

High school counselors, In Table XVI, page 96, the

items with the largest positive percentages are "parallel-

ing guidance folders but briefer" and "concise but

comprehensive office record." Only the last of these two

items is significant as Very Valuable. All items are

significant; this means that they are accepted by high

school counselors as methods of organizing and presenting

data by means of Permanent Records.

College counselors. The two most important items in

this group are "paralleling guidance folders but briefer"

and "coordinated with college records;" this is based on

high total frequencies and positive percentages. Only

"paralleling guidance folders but briefer," is significant

over all other items as Very Valuable. All items but



TABLE XVI

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (11), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE (PR), WHICH INDICATE HOW

PERTINENT DATA SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND PRESENTED FOR USE BY COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

INITIAL RIMS Pill PR2 PR3 PR4 PR5 TI PR1 PR2 PR5 PR4 PR5 Ti

Ques. to pupils 47.5 23.1 21.5 6.9 1.1 377 35.8 23.9 17.9 18.7 3.7 134

Quer,. to parents 18.2 23.1 21.4 32.4 4.9 346 11.4 20.3 19.5 32.5 16.3 123

Kept in fblder rec56.0 21.2 20.3 1.4 1.1 359 43.0 20.7 28.9 3.3 4.1 121

Sys. dist. to fam. 17.1 12.6 17.1 31.1 22.0 286 10.3 10.3 16.8 29.9 52.7 107

Comp. forms to fldr..30.0 23.0 18.5 16.3 12.1 313 22.0 25.4 23.7 12.7 16.1 118

quos. com. intervw.29.0 23.8 19.7 21.7 5.9 290 34.8 24.3 15.7 17.4 7.8 115

PERMANENT RECORDS

Guid. fold. brief. 47.5 23.1 21.5 6.9 1.1 377 56.2 17.5 18.6 5.2 2.6 119

Prin. & Supt. off. 47.8 13.8 22.4 10.5 6.5 362 26.2 17.8 28.0 10.3 17.8 107

Concise off. rec. 53.0 20.5 17.7 4.1 4.7 317 38.0 25.0 30.0 4.0 3.0 100

Coord. with col.rec.26.5 21.3 24.5 19.7 8.0 249 43.0 26.3 23.7 5.3 1.8 114

Avail. lim. basis 22.2 16.7 19.9 19.9 21.5 221 20.0 12.5 23.8 28.8 15.0 80

CUMULATIVE GUIDANCE
FOLDER

Nee. information 71.5 10.2 13.9 1.6 2.9 382 60.0 17.7 13.8 4.6 3.8 130

Avail. teachers 65.4 16.5 14.3 2.2 1.6 364 52.7 24.4 16.0 3.8 3.1 131

Every pupil 76.0 10.2 11.0 2.0 0.8 354 66.4 15.9 12.4 1.8 3.5 113

leh.-couns. room 68.1 11.9 12.8 4.6 2.6 345 47.5 24.8 19.8 3.0 5.0 101

Coord. with coll. 33.3
records

24.6 23,0 12.9 6.1 309 39.2 35.0 21.7 2.5 1.7 120

Pupils assisting 15.5 5.6 12.4 23.9 42.6 251 17,4 11.6 24.4 18.6 27.9 86

in records tDrn



TABLEAVI (Continued)

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE (PR), WHICH INDICATE HOW

PERTINENT DATA SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND PRESENTED FOR USE BY COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

INITIAL FORMS PR1 FR PR5 pR4 PR5 Tl PR1 PR2 PR5 PR4 PR5 Tl

Wain. by Nurse 63.2 13.7 19.0 2.0 2.0 342 56.1 14.6 22.8 4.1 2.4 123
Kept in Guid. Fold.44.8 20.4 16.2 5.3 13.2 357 41.9 23.1 20.5 8.5 6.0 117
Fol. St. & Co. rec.35.0 17.3 24.8 10.9 12.0 266 26.3 18.2 31.3 16.2 8.1 99
Phy. exams 3 times 62.9 16.1 13.7 3.0 4.3 329 58.6 19.8 16.2 1.8 3.6 111

SOCIOMETRIC DATA

Mimeogr. Dir. 20.2 23.7 23.3 21.0 11.8 262 18.6 28.4 26.5 17.6 8.8 102
Twice per year 15.2 18.9 23.7 28.9 13.3 270 22.5 18.6 25.5 24.5 8.8 102
Conferences on 27.5 22.1 21.0 18.8 10.5 276 37.7 20.8 22.6 11.3 7.5 106
Interp. and reined.

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

Every 3 years 36.7 22.9 17.5 15.5 5.4 354 31.3 21.7 16.5 20.0 10.4 115
Out. pres. to pup. 27.9 21.1 22.7 19.2 9.1 308 16.7 23.1 29.6 16.7 13.9 108
Typ. autob. read 16.6 13.5 20.4 27.7 21.8 289 12.5 15.4 20.2 29.8 22.1 104

CASE STUDIES

Unusual cases 53.8 15.0 22.5 6.0 2.7 333 51.7 15.5 23.3 5.2 4.3 116
By coun. & teach. 51.1 22.1 16.8 7.8 2.2 321 60.0 21.6 14.4 3.2 0.8 125

By desig. teach. 16.8 24.4 23.1 22.3 13.4 238 19.6 31.4 185 19.6 10.9 92



TABLE XVI (Continued)

THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE (PR), WHICH INDICATE HOW

PERTINENT DATA SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND PRESENTED FOR USE BY COUNSELORS

High School Counselors College Counselors

CASE STUDIES PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4 pR1 PR2 PR3

Done by counselor 47.2 23.3 15.3 8.3 5.9 288 49.6 25.2 17.1
Fbl, spec. outline 32.9 21.7 21.3 11.3 12.9 240 26.6 22.8 24.1

TEST RESULTS

Inc. test in fold. 31.0 14.6 11.4 28.5 14.6 316 35.8 15.0 11.7
Inc. profile sheet 52.7 19.0 18.7 5.7 3.8 315 52.7 21.8 11.8
Rec. name, score 66,1 12.6 18.7 1.4 1.1 348 67.5 15.0 11.7

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

Mimeographed dir. 35.8 17.7 18.1 18.9 9.4 265 30.4 24.5 22.5
Compl. reg. times 16.6 16.2 21.3 28.1 17.8 253 18.1 9.6 19.1
Train. for teach. 49.3 21.2 16.3 8.5 4.6 306 56.2 20.0 14.3
Comp. at sig. epi. 47.7 16.9 19.5 9.7 6.2 308 45.0 20.7 18.9

SELF-RATING BLANKS

Mimeographed dir.
In-serv. training

34.7
36.6

20.0
23.1

20.7
17.9

14.7
10.3

9.8
12.1

285
290

39.8
IPI:g 18:

'z,63achers 29.0 22.7 18.6 14.9 14.9 269 29.5 26.3 18.9

before pupils

PR4 pR5 Tl

6.5 1.6 123
16.5 10.1 79

23.3 14.2 120
10.0 3.6 110
0.8 5.0 120

12.7 9.8 102
29.8 23.4 94
2.9 6.7 105
8.1 7.2 111

4:8 121
14.7 10.5 95

co
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*available on a limited basis* are significant for inclw

'Ion on college counseling.records.

Comparisons at at two groups. There is agreement

between the two groups on the item of most importance

'paralleling guidance folders but briefer,* but disagree-

ment on the item in second rank. High school counselors

accept all items as significant while college counselors

reject *available on a limited basis," Each group has

one item which is significant as Very Valuable, but these

are different. An item-by-item comparison reveals that

the *kept in the principal's or superintendent's office"

is significant as Very Valuable for high school counselors

over that item and rank for college counselors; this 0=13

that high school counselors feel that this item is much

more important. College counselors are much more interest-

ed in the item *coordinated with college records* than

high school counselors; this is shown by higher positive

percentages.

The combined group of counselors. Table XVII,

page 100, indicates that *paralleling guidance folders

but briefer,* *kept in the principal's or superintendent's

office,* and *concise but comprehensive office record*

are all significant as Very Valuable. A significant

majority of these counselors believe that these items are

valuable in the organization and presentation of data

through Permanent Records.



TABLE XVII

THE FREQUENCIES (F1-175), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2), AND PER,

CENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE WHICH INDICATE HOW DATA SHOULD BE OR1ANIZED AND PRESENTED FOR

USE BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

INITIAL FORMS F1 PR1 F2 pR2 F3 FR3 0 Het PR5 T2

Quest. to pupils
Quest. to parents
In fold. til rec.
Distr. to family
Comp. form to reds.
Ques. comp. by int.

PERMANENT RECORDS

Paral. guid. fold.
Kept in prin. off.
Concise off. red.
Coord. col. red.
Ave. on lim. basis

227 44.4 119 23.3 105 20.5 51 10.0 9 1.8 511 451
77 16.4 105 22.4 98 20.9 152 32.4 37 7.9 469 280

253 52.7 1U1 21.0 108 22.5 9 1.9 9 1.9 480 462
60 15.3 47 12.0 67 17.0 121 30.8 98 24.9 393 274
120 27.8 102 23.7 86 20.0 66 15.3 87 13.2 431 310
124 30.6 97 24.0 75 18.5 83 20.5 26 6.4 405 296

253 54.1 87 18.6 88 18.8 26 5.6 14 3.0 468 428
201 42.9 69 14.7 111 23.7 49 10.4 39 8.3 469 381
206 49.4 90 21.6 86 20.6 17 4.1 18 4.3 417 382
115 31.7 83 22.9 88 24.2 55 16.2 22 6.1 363 286
65 21.6 47 15.6 63 20.9 67 22.3 59 19,6 301 175

00



TABLE XVII (Continued)
THE TOTAL FREQUENCIES (F1-0), TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1),

AND PERCENTAGE RANKS OF IMPORTANCE WHICH INDICATE HOW DATA SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND PRES*
ENTED FOR USE BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES p1 PR1 p2 PR2 F3 PRS F4 PR4 Fa PR5 T1 T2
Every three years 168 35.4 106 22.6 88 18.8 78 16.6 31 6.6 469 360
Out. pros. to pup. 104 25.0 90 21.6 102 24.5 77 18.5 43 10.3 416 296
Typ. auto. read 61 15.5 55 14.0 80 20.4 111 28.2 86 21.9 393 196
CASE STUDIES
Unusual cases 239 53.2 68 15.1 102 22.7 26 5.8 14 3.1 449 409
By coun. & teachers 239 53.2 98 22.0 72 16.1 29 6.5 8 1.8 446 409
By des. & cap. tea. 58 17.6 87 26.4 72 21.8 71 21.5 42 12.7 330 217
Done by counselor 197 47.9 98 23.8 65 15.8 32 7.8 19 4.6 411 360
Fell. spec. outline 100 31.3 70 21.9 70 21.9 40 12.5 39 12.2 319 240

TEST RESULTS
Test in folder 141 32.3 64 14.7 50 11.5 118 27.1 63 14.4 436 255
Profile sheet 224 52.7 84 19.8 72 16,9 29 6.8 16 3.8 425 380
Rec. name, score 311 66.5 62 13.2 79 16.9 6 1.3 10 2.1 468 452

ANECDOTAL RECORDS
Mimeographed dir. 126 34.3 72 19.6 71 19.3 63 17.2 35 9.5 367 269
Comp. at reg. times 59 17.0 50 14.4 72 20.7 99 28.5 67 19.3 347 181
Training for teach. 210 51.1 86 20.9 65 15.8 29 7.1 21 5.1 411 381
Comp. at sig. epi. 197 47.0 75 17.9 81 19.3 39 9.3 27 6.4 419 353
SELF-RATING BLANKS

Mimeographed dir. 142 36.1 84 21.4 77 19.6 55 14.0 35 8.9 393 303
In-service train. 148 37.8 95 24.2 69 24.2 38 9.7 42 10.7 392 312
Rate teachers 106 29.1 86 23.6 68 18.7 54 14.8 50 13.7 364 260

0



TABLE XVII (Continued)

THE FREQUENCIES (F1-F5), TOTAL FREQUENCIES (T1), TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES (T2), AND PM-

CENTAGE RANKS OF INPORTANCE 8HICH INDICATE HOW DATA SHOULD BE ORGANIZED AND PRESENTED FOR

USE BY COUNSELORS

Combined Groups

CUMULATIVE (WID. FOL. F1 PR1 F2 PR2 F5 PR3 F4 F5 PR5 Tl 4°

Nemo. information 351 68.6 62 12.1 71 13.9 12 2.3 16 3.1 512 484

Ava. to teachers 307 62.0 92 18.6 73 14.7 13 2.6 10 2.0 495 472

For every pupil 344 73.7 54 11.6 53 11.3 9 1.9 7 1.5 467 451

Gr. tea. & H. S. coun.283 63.5 86 14.8 64 14.3 19 4.3 14 3.1 446 413

Coord. col. rod. 150 35.0 118 27.5 97 22.6 43 10.0 21 4.9 429 385

Pupils ass. in rod. 54 16.0 24 7.1 52 15.4 74 22.0 131 38.9 337 132

HEALTH RECORDS

Maint. by nurse 285 61.3 65 14.0 93 20.0 12 2.6 10 2.2 465 443

Kept in guid. fold. 209 44.1 100 21.1 82 17.3 87 12.0 26 5.5 474 391

Fol. state or co. rcd.119 32.6 64 17.5 97 26.6 45 12.3 40 11.0 365 280

Phy. exams 3 times 272 61.8 75 17.0 63 14.3 12 2.7 18 4.1 440 410

SOCIOMETRIC DATA

Mimeographed dir. 72 19.8 91 25.0 88 24.2 73 20.1 40 11.0 364 251

At least 2 per year 64 17.2 70 18.8 90 24.2 103 27.7 45 12.1 372 224

Interp. & rem. cont. 116 30.4 83 21.7 82 21.5 64 16.8 37 9.7 382 281
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The Organization d Presentation of Data lx Nea o

Cumulative Guidance Folders

High sehool counselors. In Table XVI, page 100,

"space for necessary information," "available to trained

teachers," "for every pupil," and in "grade teacher's

or high school counselor's room" are all significant as

Very Valuable. All items are significant for inclusion

as methods of organization and presentation of data

through Cumulative Records.

College counselors. The first three items, "space

for necessary informatiOn," "available to trained teach-

ers," and "for every pupil" are significant as Very

Valuable. All items are significant for college co noel.-

ors but "pupils assisting with records

Comparisons of the two groups. High school and col-

lege counselors agree on the significance of the first

three items as Very Valuable, but the high school group

adds a fourth item, "in grade teacher's and high school

counselor's rooms." All items are significant except

"pupils assisting with records." Both groups would

exclude this item in the organization and presentation

of pertinent data through the Cumulative Guidance Folder.

The coabined group, of counselors. Table XVII,

page 100, indicates that "space for necessary information"

"available to trained teachers," "for every pupil," and

win grade teacher's and high school counselor's rooms" are
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significant as Very Valuable. All items are very signifi-

cant except "pupils assisting with records;" this item is

significant as Not Necessary. All counselors believe that

"pupils assisting with records" should be excluded in the

organization and presentation of data through Cumulative

Guidance Folders.

The Organization and Presentation of Pertinent Data

Through Health Records

Hie school counselors. Three items in Table XVI,

page 97, are significant as Very Valuable. These items

are "maintained by nurse or examiner," "kept in the guid-

ance folder," and "physical exams three times." All

items are significant for inclusion as methods of organ-

ization and presentation of data.

Comparisons of the two groups. High school and col

lege counselors agree on the three items which are signi-

ficant as Very Valuable. They also agree on the

significantle of all items.

The combined group of counselors. Table xvirt page

101, confirms the previous findings that "maintained by

nurse or examiner," "kept in guidance folder until record-

ed," and "physical exams three times" are significant as

Very Valuable. These items are accepted by a significant

majority of counselors as methods they would use to

organize and present pertinent data.
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The Organization and Presentation of Pertinent

; formatiop Through Boston:stria Data

Altsia school counselors. Two items in Table XVI,

page 97, are significant; these items are "mimeographed

directions" and "conference on interpretation and remedi-

ation.* The negative percentages of from 29.3 to 42.2

percent seems to indicate that this type of information

is either not accepted or merely not used by high school

counselors.

College, counselors. All items are significant; this

means that a significant majority of college counselors

accept these items as necessary in the organization and

presentation of Sooiometric Data.

Comparisons of the two groups. College counselors

accept all three of these items while high school counsel-

ors reject "at least tele* per year" as not being signifi-

cant. The negative percentages indicate that all three

of these items have more opposition on their pertinency

from the high school group than the college group. An

item-by-item comparison between groups reveals no signi-

ficant differences.

combined, group of counselors. When the two

groups are combined, all items are again significant.

Low total positive frequencies and high negative percent-

ages indicate that many counselors do not use these items

concerning sociometric data in their work with individuals.
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As a group, a majority of the counselors rating these

items accept these items as pertinent in the organization

and presentation of Sociometrio Data.

The Organization and Presentation IL Pertinen

Through Autobiographies

211h school counsel* 8. Only two of the three items

In Table XVI, page 97, are significant; these are *at

least every three years,* and *outlines presented to

pupils." Negative percentages, ranging from 90.9 to 49.5,

and the lack of significance among the percentages of any

rank indicate that autobiographies are not well accepted

among high school counselors, These high school counsel-

ors would exclude the *reading of typical autobiographies,"

and include the other two items.

,College counselors. When the percentages of each of

the first three ranks are totaled and compared to those

of the last three ranks, the first two items are again

significant and the third item is excluded. Negative

percentages ranging from 30 to 51 percent indicate that

*autobiographies" may not be as well accepted in college

counseling as they are in high school counseling.

Comparisons of the two groupe. The two items which

are significant are the same in both groups and they both

exclude the third item. The major difference is that

college counselors have larger negative percentages for

all items.
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1111 OonbiRad grow), of counselors. Table XVII shows

that the first two items are again significant, and the

third item is excluded. The combined group of counselors

would include "at least every three years" and "outlines

presented to pupils" but they would exclude "typical auto-

biographies read" from the organization and presentation

of Autobiographies for use in counseling.

The Organization lad Presentation of Pertinent All

Throw au Studies

XVII school counselors. In Table XVI, three items

are significant as Very Valuables these items are "only

in unusual case by "counselors and Capable teachers,"

and "done by counselors." All five are significant and

the only item with a large negative percentage is "done

by teachers and counselors;" this indicates some opposi-

tion to this item by high school counselors.

College counselors. The same three items are signi-

ficant as Very Valuable and all items are significant for

inclusion as methods of organization and presentation of

pertinent data through Case Studies.

Comparisons of the two Brouns. The college counsel-

ors ranked "done by counselors and capable teachers"

first as Very Valuable while the high school counselors

indicated "only in unusual cases" as most important.

The two groups are in agreement on the three items signiw

ficant as Very Valuable and on the significance of all
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items. An item-for.item comparison reveals no significant

differences in the two groups.

he comma, ,group of _counselors. Table XVI I n I

mates that the same three items are significant as Very

Valuable. These counselors have a high negative percent-

age on "by designated and capable teachers," indicating

opposition to this item. A significant majority of all

counselors feel that these items are pertinent in the

organization and presentation of pertinent data for cowl.

soling through Case Studies.

The Oretniaation ,mod Presentation of Pertinent Data

Through WI kieultos

Illajochool counselors. In Table XVI, two items are

significant as Very Valuable; these are "include profile

sheet" and "record name, score etc." These same two

items are significant but "include entire test in folder"

is not significant; these high school counselors appar-

ently do not feel that this item is necessary as 44.1

percent of them are against it.

callers counselors. The same two items are signifi

cant as Very Valuable for high school counselors. They

are again significant and "include entire test in folder"

is also significant.

Comparisons of the two jroups. An item-by-item

comparison of the two groups reveals no significant
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differences in percentages of ranks. "Include profile

sheet," and "record name, score, etc. are significant as

Very Valuable in both groups. The one item "include entire

test in folder," which is not significant for high school

counselors, is barely significant for college counselors.

No significant differences are found when the two groups

are compared on an item-for-item basis.

The combined group of counselors. In Table XVII,

"include profile sheet" and "record name, score, etc."

are significant as Very Valuable. All items are significant

and in this group "include entire test in the folder" is

significant by a small margin. As a group, these counsel-

ors would include all three items in the organization and

presentation of pertinent data from Test Results for coun-

seling.

T 11Organization and Presentation a l'ertinerkt

Through Anecdotal Records

Nigh school counselors. There are three items in

Table XVI, which are significant as Very Valuables these

are "mimeographed directions," "in-service training for

teachers," and "completed at significant episodes." All

items are significant for inclusion as methods of organi-

sation and presentation of data through Anecdotal Records

except "completed at regular times."

College counselors. "In-service training of teachers"
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and "completed at significant episodes* are significant

as Very Valuable. All items are significant for inclusion

as methods except "completed at regular intervals."

Comparisons of the two groups. An item-by-item

comparison reveals no significant percentage differences.

College counselors are more conservative in Very Valuable

ranking, high school counselors have three items in this

group to their two. Both groups reject the item "completed

at regular intervals;" this indicates selective thinking

on their part.

The combined group of counselors. The same two items

which were significant for both groups are significant as

Very Valuable for all counselors. Only "completed at reg-

ular times" is not significant. All counselors believe

that "mimeographed directions,* "in-service training for

teachers,." and "completed at significant episodes" are

pertinent methods of organizing and presenting data from

Anecdotal Records for use in counseling.

The Organization and Presentation ILL Pertinep

Through, Self Rating Blanks

Data

High, school counselors, All three items are sig-

nificant, No single percentage for any rank approaches

significanee and the total number of counselors rating

this item is lower than in many other areas,
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College counselors. All items are again signifi

cant, this means that "mimeographed directions," "in

service training*" and"rate teachers before pupile are

methods which should be included in the organization

and presentation of data through self rating blanks.

Comparisons of the two groups. An item.by item

comparison does not reveal any significant differences

between the two groups. All three items are significant

for inclusion as useful methods.

The combined group of counselors. Table XVII,

page 102, reveals that all counselors rate items little

differently from the ranking of the two groups, The

percentages in each rank indicate a very conservative

attitude toward Self Rating blanks by all counselors.

All three items are significant; this means that a strong

majority of the combined group of counselors believe

that these items are pertinent in the organization and

presentation of data from Self Rating Blanks for counsel.

ing.
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CHAPTER VII

SUHMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMIENDATIONS

SUMgARY

Furposes. The purposes of this study are:

I. To determine the pertinency of data

about individuals which is used in counseling.

2. To determine the pertinency or value of

sources of data used in counseling.

3. To determine the pertinency or value of

the methods of organization and presentation of

data for use in counseling.

Scope of the study. Statistical data to support

the conclusions in this study have been secured from 535

of the questionnaires sent to 752 college and high school

counselors. These counselors are from 36 states and the

Territory of Hawaii. They were selected by their state

supervisors of guidance services in response to a request

for the names of 15 high school and ten college counselors

having 20 quarter hours in guidance and advanced psychol-

ogy and two years or more experience in counseling.

Significance. This is the largest and only study

that has made use of the opinions of trained and experienced

counselors to determine the pertenency of data about India.

viduals. It is the only study using entirely counselors

in the study of sources of data and methods of organization
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and presentation of data for use in counseling. There

has not been any comprehensive study of items on record

since 1943. This Is the first study of records to make

use of the "expert opinion" method since 1939.

Methodolop. The 835 questionnaires were divided

into groups for high school and college counselors so that

frequency tabulations by ranks could be made. These tabu

lations were then totalled to establish frequencies by

rank for each item in the combined group. Percentage

ranks of importance were then established for the five

ranks of each item by dividing the total frequency for

the rank by the total frequency of all ranks. Using the

percentage ranks of importance of items, a statistical

formula was applied to establish significance. The first

use of this formula was to determine the significance of

the differences among percentage ranks of importance for

each item. The second use of the formula was to establish

the significance of the difference between the total

positive percentages (Ranks One, Two, and Three) and the

negative percentages (Ranks Four and Five). The first

use of the formula determined the value of the rank of any

item in comparison to all its other ranks while the second

use of the formula determined whether the item should be

included or excluded from counseling data. Total frequen

cies for each item indicate the number of counselors

ranking an item and total positive frequencies (Ranks One,
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Two, and Three) indicate the number of counselors believ-

ing that the item should be included. In this chapter,

total positive frequencies are used to develop a summary

chart showing rank order.

Definitions for summary tables. Items in the summary

tables, XVI/I, XIX, XX, and XXI, in this chapter are coded

as follows: * placed before an item means that it is

significant as Very Valuable to all three groups of coun

selors; indicates that an item is not significant and

should be excluded from 1 sts of pertinent data for all

groups of counselors; and counselors are indicated by

h for high school, c for college, and a for the combined

group. Some of the possible Oode combinations are: h*

would indicate than an item is significant as Very Valu-

able to high school counselors, would show that it is

not significant to college counselors, and ca would

mean that an item is not significant to college and com-

bined groups of counselors.

Persortal Data, The most important items are

concerned with personal data about the counselee. "Name,"

*age,* "sex," and "education" of counselee are very signi-

ficant for all three groups of counselors. The three

groups of counselors agree that Mother's "occupation" and

"education" are most pertinent in rank order. Mother's

"name" is significant as Very Valuable to high school coun-

selors but its rank order is 90. College counselors rank
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Mother's "age" as 15th, a higher rank order than that of

the other two groups.

Father's "occupation" and "education" are the two most

important items for that group. The rank order of 11 for

Father's "name" is high for high school counselors in com-

parison to the ranks of 63 and 27 for that item by the

other two groups. "Age," "occupation," and "education"

are the most pertinent data about brothers and sisters,

although rank order varies for the three groups of coun-

selors. Items regarding Others show very low rank order

and little selection. All sixty items are significant

for inclusion in records. In spite of the low rank order

of items under "Others" all these would be included as

pertinent data for use by all counselors.

Home data.. The two items which have a high

rank order for the three groups of counselors are "marital

status of parents" and "economic status." "Language

spoken," and "location of home" would be included as im

portant. The items not significant for inclusion in data

for college counselors, aressize of home," "location,"

"ownership of home," and "religious affiliation or prefer

once." After these exceptions are made all but one item

is significant for inclusion among pertinent data for all

groups of counselors. This item, "ownership of home,"

Should be excluded from pertinent data for all three groups.



TABL7 XVIII

THE TOTAL PCSITIV7 FREQUENCIES CF PER6ONAL

BY HIGH SCHCCL (T4), COLLEGE (T3), AND THE

OF CCUNSELORS (T2), ANP THE RANK ORDER (R

OF THESE FOSITIVT FREQUENCIES
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DATA AS RANKED

COMBINED GROUP

04, R03, R02)

FER ONAI777-----7117--i3 T2 R04 77101-7-COT

Counselee

*Name 409 144 533 1 1 1
*Age 394 140 534 2 2 2
*S ex 389 139 528 5 3 4

Birthdate 372 123 495 11 30 9

Birthplace 349 114 463 35 46 31

Occupation 342 137 479 26 5 39'

*Education 392 138 530 3 84 4

Citizenship 350 107 457 37 59 30

Race 345 114 459 36 44 35

Nationality 335 101 436 56 81 42

Mother
h*Name 273 106 379 91 70 94

Age 324 130 454 39 15 58

Sex 259 84 343 108 111 106

Birthdate 259 96 355 102 92 107

Birthplace 296 104 400 82 73 88

Occupation 384 135 419 6 6

Education 372 135 507 8 7 10

Citizenship 334 108 442 53 58 44

Race 325 104 429 36 72 55

Nationality 325 100 425 66 84 56

Father
Name 372 107 479 2? 63 11

Age 321 111 432 60 52 63
Sox 253 83 336 110 115 111

Birthdate 272 89 361 96 105 95

Birthplace 309 106 415 71 71 75

Occupation 393 131 524 5 10 3

Education 383 132 515 7 9 7

Citizenship 317 101 418 70 83 68

Race 327 101 428 63 72 52

Nationality 323 97 420 69 91 59
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TABLE XVIII (Continued)

THE TOTAL PCSITIV FREQUENCIES OF PERSONAL DATA AS RANKED

BY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLEGE (T3), AND THE COMBINED GROUP

OF COUNSELORS (T2), AND THE RANK ORDER (R04, R03, R02)

OF THESE POSITIVE- FREQUENCIES

Brothers

Name 295 63 358 99 100 86

Age 329 10? 436 5? 65 50
Sex 248 102 350 104 80 110

Birthdate 241 68 329 112 106 119
Birthplace 234 98 332 115 89 120
Occupation 319 109 428 64 54 65
Education 329 117 446 48 39 51
Citizenship 266 99 365 94 88 99
Race 268 92 360 9? 96 97
Nationality 256 87 343 107 108 109

Sisters

Name 290 91 381 90 102 87
Age 335 115 450 43 43 43
Sex 252 79 3Z2 113 119 112
Birthdate 245 92 33? 109 99 113
Birthplace 229 81 310 126 117 121

Occupation 314 119 433 58 38 71
Education 322 119 441 54 3? 61
Citizenship 262 84 346 105 110 101

Race 267 91 358 100 104 98
Nationality 261 83 344 106 113 102

Others

c-Name 214 59 273 125 12? 122

Age 205 56 261 127 128 125

Sex 191 50 241 130 131 129

c-Bttthdate 155 44 199 134 134 134
0-Birthplace 150 43 193 135 135 135

Occupation 198 54 252 128 129 131

Education 190 55 245 129 126 128

c- Citizenship 164 47 211 133 132 132
c-Race 175 50 225 131 130 130

c-Nationality 172 47 219 132 133 133
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TABLE XIX

THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES CF HOME, HEALTH, AND SCHOOL

DATA AS RANKED BY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLEGE COUNSELORS (T3),

AND THE COMBINED GROUP OF COUNSELORS (TS), AND THE RANK

ORDER (R04, R03 R02) OF THESE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES

HOME DATA

Language Spoken 334 114 448 45 45 45
Economic Status 362 130 492 15 14 12

cd-Sizio of Home 306 90 396 77 103 85
-Ownership 210 77 287 124 120 123
Study Facilities 358 127 485 20 20 20

0-Location 330 113 443 49 49 51

ha*Marital Status-Par. 373 130 503 8 13 9
c-Relig. MM.-Pref. 257 99 356 108 87 101

HEALTH DATA

Height 285 104 389 89 74 87
Weight 302 105 408 81 68 76
*Vision 358 126 484 21 23 21
c*Hearing 355 126 481 25 22 23
Teeth and Gums 298 83 381 84 114 89
Speech 331 115 446 48 47 49

cTonsils 259 71 330 105 124 114
c.Adenoids 260 74 334 103 123 111

Posture 266 93 359 100 95 98
c-Feet 243 80 323 115 118 119
Heart 309 Val 410 71 82 75
Lungs 269 93 362 96 94 95
Glands 242 82 324 118 116 118
Thyroid 243 86 329 116 109 116

ac-Abdomen 203 68 271 127 125 126
Skin 243 84 327 117 112 117

ac-Sca1p 211 66 277 123 126 124
Nutrition 284 91 375 93 101 93
Fatigue 302 104 406 80 76 77
Physical Maturation 343 106 449 38 66 44
Personal Hygiene 292 106 398 83 67 84
Immunizations 204 76 320 126 121 120
Illnesses 326 112 438 54 51 55
Operationd 284 103 387 92 7? 88
Injuries 314 101 405 72 79 78

*Neurotic symptoms 331 116 447 46 40 47
*Psychotic symptoms 317 116 433 69 42 59
Orthopedic 314 108 422 73 57 68
Rec. of Dentist 291 87 378 85 107 92



TABLE XIX (Continued)
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THE TCTAL FOSITIV7 FRFIUFNCTES OF HC.Mb HEALTH, AND SCHOOL,

DATA AS BANKED RY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLECT CoUNSTORS (T3),

AND TH7 OCNBINTn GT,CUF CF CCWSELORC (T2), POTD THE RANK

ORDER (804, R03, R'2) OF TA7SE TCTAL POSITTV FREQUENCIES

HEALTH DATA (continued)

Recom. of Doctor 318 104 422 67 75 6?

Recom. of Nurse 311 92 403 74 97 79

SCHOOL DATA
365 120 485 13 34 19

ah*Attendance
h*Punctuality 341 107 448 40 61 46

Expl. of Absence 344 109 453 37 53 40

Expl. of Tardiness 316 95 411 70 93 72

*Grade Progress 356 127 483 24 18 22

*Soho'. or Grades 318 133 451 66 88 42

ah*Expl. fail. grades 353 125 478 27 28 28

*Educational plane 365 122 48? 14 32 17

*Vocational plans 368 131 499 12 11 10

Act. in school 362 126 488 16 26 13

Honors in school 348 127 475 32 19 29

*Special Tnterestf3 360 125 485 17 29 18

Anecdotal Records 320 108 428 64 56 65

ah*Fxpl. unusual behay. 339 116 455 41 41 38

Entry adv. schools 305 107 412 79 64 74

*Counseling Record 360 127 487 18 21 16

Honors, out school 323 119 442 60 36 52

Schools attend. (loc.)331 112 443 47 50 50

Interest tests 344 126 470 36 24 32

*Aptitude tests (intel)357 130 487 22 16 15

Personality tests 284 107 391 91 62 86

*Achievement tests 360 128 488 19 17 14

Work experience 351 130 481 29 12 24

Rees, leay. jobs 327 126 453 53 25 41

Teach. com.-recom. 356 113 469 23 48 33

Hobbies 347 122 471 33 31 31

h*Home att. to. school 345 120 464 34 35 44

Act. out of school 352 122 474 28 33 30

Subject interests 353 126 479 26 27 25

Autobiographies 306 108 414 78 55 73

Sociometric data 285 97 382 90 90 83

Follow-inquiries 324 106 430 57 69 61

Rec. home visits 301 99 400 82 86 81

Rec. parent visits 321 83 402 62 85 80

c-Recent picture 244 74 319 114 122 121

Problem check list 260 92 352 114 98 103
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Health data. The four items having the highest

rank orders are "vision," "neurotic symptoms," and "psycho

tic symptoms." These belong to a group of items which

might be called "limiting factors" in counseling. "Hear

ing," "illness," and"speech" are three similar items which

rank high enough to be included in a limited list of 60

items. Items with low rank order are not significant for

college counselors are: "tonsils," "adenoids," "feet,"

"scalp," "abdomen," and "immunizations." "Abdomen" and

"scalp" are not significant for inclusion in lists of data

for the combined group as they have a low rank order.

However, these items are significant for inclusion in data

lists for high school counselors. Items which are not

significant for other groups should be excluded in devel

oping a select list for that group. In a select list of

100 pertinent items for use by the combined group only

eleven items concerning Health would be excluded on the

basis of rank order. Counselors in all groups tend to

place most of these items in an intermediate rank order.

School data. Eight items are significant as

Very Valuable and have a high rank order for all three

groups among school data. These items are "grade progress,"

"scholarship or grades," "counseling record," "aptitude

tests (including intelligence)," "educational plans,"

"vocational plans," "special interests," and "achievement

tests." These items must be used in building a record
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TABLE XX

THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES OF PERSONAL DATA AS RANKED

BY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLE1E (T3), AND THE COMBINED GROUP
OF COUNSELORS (T2), AND THE RANK ORDER (R04, R03, P02)

OF THESE POSITIVE FREQUENCIES

PERSONAL DATA T4 T3 P R04 R03 R02

PUkILS

*Interviews 404 140 544 1 2 1
Questionnaires 341 113 454 4 4 4

*T1t3ts 391 141 532 2 1 2
Autobiographies 299 96 396 5 6 5
Physical exams 347 114 464 3 3 3
Group techniques276 82 358 6 7 7
*Scattergrams 167 63 230 8 8 8
-Sociograms 149 62 211 9 9 9
Case studies 259 103 362 7 5 6

PARENTS

h*Visitation 313 81 394 3 3 3
...Questionnaires 177 60 237 5 4 5

h*Interviewing 339 101 440 2 2 2
h*Conferences 346 106 452 1 1 1
ca-Sugges. to par. 207 67 274 4 5 4

TEACHERS

*Interviewing 119 386 505 1 1 1
ha*Case conference 235 111 444 2 2 2

-Sociometric tech.335 178 246 6 6 7
Auto, of pupils 277 77 354 5 5 5
Anecdotal records320 91 411 4 3 3
Rating of pupils 308 94 402 3 4 4

FRIENDS

Encourag. ass. 259 78 337 1 1 1
Inter, when nec. 123 79 302 2 2 2
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TABLE XX (Continued)

THE TOTAL POSITIVE FREQUENCIES OF PERSONAL DATA AS RANKED

BY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLEGE (T3), AND THE COMBINED GROUP

OF COUNSELORS (T2), AND TILE RANK ORDER (R04, R03, R02)

OF THESE POSITIVE FREQUENCIES

PERSONAL DATA T4 T3 T2 R04 RO3 R02

OTHER SCHOOLS

*Tram. of rod. 381 134 505 1 1 1

*Orig. fold. for
each pupil

343 106 449 3 3 3

*Confid. infor. 347 123 470 2 2 2

OTHER AGENCIES

307 97 404 3 3 3ac *Rod. avail.
*Coop. in Conf.
matters

344 112 456 2 1 1

*Coop. in assist. 346
indiv.

110 456 1 2 2



TABLE XXI

THE TOTAL PCSITIV! FREQUENCIES OF

PRESENTING DATA AS RANKED BY HIGH

AND COMBINED GROUPS CF cou!J5TLeR:2.

(R04, R03 R02) OF THESE POSITIVE

123

METHODS CF ORGANIZING AND

SOHOCL (T4)1 COLLEGE CT 3),

(T2). AND THE RANK ORDER

FREQUENCIES BY GROUPS

OTHrR AGENCIES

sc*Records of avail. 307 97 404 3 3 3
*Coop. in conf. mat. 344 112 456 2 1 1
*Coop. in assist. ind.346 110 456 1 2 2

INITIAL FORMS

104 451 2 2 2ah*Quee. to pupils 347
c-Ques. to parents 217 63 280 4 5 5
ah*Kept in folder rec. 350 112 462 1 1 1

-Sys. distr. fam. 134 40 174 6 6 6
Compan. forms 224 84 308 3 4 3

Ques. corn. interv. 210 86 296 5 3 4
PERMANENT RECORDS

106 428 1 1 1ao*Paral. guid fold. brf. 322
a*Kept in prin. off. 304 77 381 2 4 3
ah*Concise comp. off rc.289 93 382 3 3 2

Coor, with coll. rc. 180 106 286 4 2 4
c-Avail, limited basis 134 45 175 5 5 5

CUMULATIVF GUIDANCE 7OIM2
119 484 1 2 1*Space nee. infor. 365

*Avail. teachers 350 122 472 2 1 2
*For pupils gra.1-12 344 107 451 3 4 3

ah*Kept in teach, rm. 320 93 413 4 5 4
Coor. coll. records 250 115 365 5 3 5
-Pupils assist records 84 46 130 6 6 6

HEALTH RECORDS

115 443 1 1 1*Main. by nurse or wa.328
*Kept guid. folder 291 100 391 3 3 3
Foil. st.-co. rec. 205 75 280 4 4 4
*Phys. exams 3 times 305 105 410 2 2 2

SOCTOIETRIC DATA

Mimeo. direc. exam. 176 75 251 2 2 2
h-Done system 2/year 156 68 224 3 3 3
Conf. on interp. 195 86 281 1 1 1
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TABLE XXI (Continued)

THE TOTAL POSITIVT FREqUENCTES OF VETHODS CF ORGANIZING AND

PRESENTING DATA AS RANKTD BY HIGH SCHOOL (T4), COLLEGE (T3),

AND COMBINED GROUPS CF COUNSELORS (T2), AND THE RANK ORDER

(R04 R02) OF THESE POSITIVE FREQUENCIES BY GROUPS

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

By pupils every 3 yr.280 80 360 1 1 1

Outlines to pup. by 221
teachers

75 296 2 2 2

Typ. autobio. read 146 50 196 3 3 3

CASE STUDIES

304 105 409 1 3 1
*Only in unut.cases
*By couns.teachers 289 120 409 2 1 2

By desig. cap.teach. 153 64 217 5 4 5

*Done by counselor 247 113 360 3 2 3

Foil. spec. outline 182 58 240 4 5 4

TEST RESUM
180 75 255 3 3 3hIncl. ent.test fold.

*Incl. profile sheet 285 95 380 2 2 2

*Rec. test, name, etc.339 113 452 1 1 1

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

*Mimeo. dir., examp. 190 79 269 3 3 3

...Comp. sys. 2-7 mo. 13? 44 181 4 4 4

*Comp. wh. episode . 259 94 353 2 2 2

h*/nservice tr. teach.266 95 361 1 1 1

SELFRATING BLANKS

Mimeo. adeq. direc. 215 88 303 2 1 2

Inserv. train. 225 87 312 1 2 1

Used by teachers',
then pupils 189 71 260 3 3 3
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system. Certain items have significance and-high rank

order in groups: those for high school counselors are

"punctuality" and "attitude of the home toward school;"

and those for high school counselors and the combined

group are "attendance," "explanations of failing grades,"

and "explanations of unusual behavior." All 36 items con-

cerning School Data are included by rank order and signifi-

cance as pertinent in counseling. The single exception,

"a recent picture," is from the college list.

Data seldom available to Counselors. There is little

indication that personal data is seldom available to coun-

selors. There are indications that certain items in the

home, health, and school data areas are not available to

high school and college counselors. From one to 50 percent

of the 113 high school counselors and the 40 college coun-

selors indicate that such items as "recommendations of

doctor," "heart," and "work experience" were unavailable

for use with pupils.

Items which pupils help record. There is some indica-

tion that pupils help record more personal, home, and

school data than health data. "Educational plans," "voca.

Lionel plans," "activities in school," "honors in school,"

"special interests," "subject interests" all seem to be

the type of items most often recorded by pupils. In an-

other part of this study "pupil recording of data" failed

to become significant for inclusion in pertinent data for

for use by the three groups of counselors.
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Sources of Pertinent Data. This part of the study is

concerned with an evaluation of sources of data which is

based on the ranking of items by the 535 counselors. Items

are placed in rank order only within their groups.

Pupils. "Interviews" and "tests" are significant

as Very Valuable and they have a high rank order in their

group as a source of data from pupils. "Questionnaires,"

"autobiographies," "physical examinations," "group tech-

niques," and "case studies" are significant and, therefore,

pertinent for use in counseling. "Scattergrams," and

"sociograms" are not significant for the three groups of

counselors as sources of data from pupils.

Parents. Three items, "visitation," "interview-

ing and "conferences" are significant as Very Valuable

and have high rank order in their group for high school

counselors. The three groups feel that "questionnaires"

are not a significant source of data from Parents and

should not be included in pertinent data for counseling.

The combined group and college counselors also exclude

"suggestions in handbook for parents" from pertinent

sources. "Conferences," "visitation," and "interviewing"

are the three most valuable sources of pertinent data from

Parents.

Teachers. "Interviewing" is significant as Very

Valuable for high school and the combined group of counsel-

ors. Its high rank order indicates its extreme importance.
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"Case conferences" is significant as Very Valuable for high

school and the combined groups of counselors. Five items

in this group are significant as being necessary for inclu

sion as sources of pertinent data from Teachers. The one

item which is not significant as a source of pertinent data

is "sociometric techniques."

Friends. "Encouraging their assistance to those

in need" and "interviewing them only when necessary" are

significant. Counselors would include these two items as

they use Friends as sources of data about pupils.

Other Schools. "Transcripts of records," "ori.

ginal folder for each pupil or copies," and "confidential

information when necessary" are all significant as Very

Valuable. The three groups of counselors are also in corn

plate agreement on their rank order. These items would be

basic sources of data from Other Schools.

Other agencies . "Cooperation in confidential

matters" and "cooperation in assisting individuals" are

significant as Very Valuable. "All records of available

data" is significant as Very Valuable for the college and

combined groups of counselors. There is definite evidence

that these three items are pertinent source' of data from

Other Agencies.

Organization and presentation of data. Items in this

section have been ranked within groups. Positive frequen

cies can be used if between group comparisons are made.
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Initial forms. "Questionnaires to pupils" and

"kept in the guidance folder until recorded" are significant

as Very Valuable for high school and combined groups of

counselors. "Questionnaires to parents" is not significant

for college counselors. "Systematically distributed to

families" Is not significant for all groups. Four items,

"questionnaires to pupils," "kept in guidance folder until

recorded," "companion forms to permanent records and guid-

ance folders," and "questionnaires completed by interview,"

are all significant for pertinent methods of organizing and

presenting data from Initial Forms.

Permanent records. items which are significant

as Very Valuable are: "paralleling guidance folders but

briefer" for college counselors and the combined group;

"a concise but comprehensive office record for high school

counselors and the combined group," and "kept in principal

and superintendent's office" for the combined groups of

counselors. All these items are significant as being neces-

sary methods of organization for records and presentation

on Permanent Records of data except "available on a limited

basis" for college counselors.

Cumulative guidance folder. "Available to teach-

ers trained to use it wisely," "with space for recording

practically all necessary information," and "for every

pupil from grades one to twelvi" are significant as Very

Valuable. The fourth item "kept in the elementary teachers
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room and the high school counselor's office" is significant

as Very Valuable only to high school counselors and com-

bined group. All items are significant as necessary methods

of organizing and presenting data from Cumulative Guidance

Folders, except "pupils assisting with records."

Health records. Items which are significant as

Very Valuable are "maintained by nurse or examiner," "kept

in cumulative guidance folder," and "physical exams at least

three times (gr. 1, 5, 10)." All these three items and the

fourth "following state or county health records" are signi-

ficant as being necessary methods of organizing and present-

ing data from Health Records.

Sociometric data. All items are significant for

all groups, except "done systematically, at least Wee a

year" for high school counselors. This means that "mimeo-

graphed directions, examples, and forms," and "conferences

on interpretation" should be used in the organization and

presentation of Sociometric Data for all groups. The item

"done systematically by all groups at least twice a year,"

should be Included in method of organization and presenta-

tion of Sociometric Data for only college counselors and

the combined group.

AutobioREaphi s. "Written by pupils at least

once every three years," and "general outlines presented

to pupils by teachers" are significant as methods of

organization and presentation of data from Autobiographies.
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"Typical autobiographies read by teachers" is not signifi-

cant for all groups and should be excluded from use as a

source of data by counselors.

Case studies. "Only in unusual oases," "done by

the counselor and capable teachers," and "dons by the coun-

selor" are significant as Very Valuable for all three

groups of counselors. These three itemsi "done by counsel-

or and capable teachers," and "following specified outlines"

are all significant as methods of organization and presenta-

tion of data by means of Case Studies.

Test results. Two items,"includ entire test in

folder" and "record test name, raw score, percentile,

standard score, rank in class, etc.," are all significant

as Very Valuable for all three groups of counselors. All

items are significant methods of organization and presenta-

tion of data from Test Results for all groups of counselors

except "include entire test in folder, as long as possible"

for high school counselors.

Anecdotal records. Two items, "completed only

when a significant episode occurs in the life of the stu-

dent," and "mimeographed directions, examples, and forms,"

are significant as Very Valuable methods of organization

and presentation of data from Anecdotal Records. "In-

service training for teachers on their use" is significant

as Very Valuable for only high school counselors. These

three items are all significant methods of organization and
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presentation of data but the fourth item, "completed sys-

tematically during the second and seventh month," is not

significant as a source of data from Anecdotal Records.

Self - rating blanks. These three items, "in- service

training on their use," "mimeographed, adequate directions,"

and "used by teachers first, then pupils" are all signifi-

cant methods of the organization and presentation of data

by means of Self-Rating Blanks.
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In this part of the study, information regarding items

will be summarized in more common terms. All pertinent

data will also be considered on the basis of inclusion in a

list of 100 items or basic counseling data.

The 535 counselors included in this study have 1 d ca-

ted that:

1. The four most pertinent items about the counselee

are name, age, sex, and education. All items about the

counselee should be included in basic counseling data.

2. The most important data about members of the fam-

ily are occupation, education, and age. Race, citizenship,

and nationality of the couneelee's parents are important.

Thirty of these 60 items about counsels. and his family

would be included in basic data for counseling.

3. The Marital status of parents, the economic status

of the home, and study facilities in the home are extremely

important. Language spoken by the family, as well as loca-

tion and size of home are also important.

4. Vis ion, hearing, speech, neurotic symptoms, and

psychotic symptoms are of greatest value in counseling.

They place a high value on recommendations of the doctor

and dentist, and the nurse. Fifty two of the 60 items on

health would be included in basic data counseling.

5. The most valuable items concerning school are

grade progress, scholarship or grades, educational and

vocational plans, special interests, aptitude tests,
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counseling record, and achievement tests. Explanations of

failing grades and unusual behavior are of definite value.

Thirty-four of the 36 items concerning school would be in-

cluded in basic counseling data.

6. Personal data are more available for counseling

than that regarding the school, home, or the health. There

is some indication that high schools and colleges do not

always have these last three types of data available for

counseling.

7. A few schools have pupils help record data on

cards and folders. The number indicating that pupils do

help in recording is too small to make any significant

conclusions. In another part of this study "pupil help in

recording data" is not significant.

8. The most valuable sources of data from pupils for

counseling are interviews, tests, physical examinations,

questionnaires, and autobiographies.

9. The most valuable methods of securing data from

parents are conferences, interviews, and visitation.

10. The best methods of securing data about pupils

from teachers are interviewing, case conference, and

anecdotal records.

11. The best ways of securing data from friends about

pupils are to encourage them to assist those in need, and

to interview them when necessary.

12. Data about pupils are best secured from other schohls

by means of transcripts, securing the original folder of
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data, and then being able to secure confidential information

when it is necessary.

13. Other agencies can help most in securing data for

counseling by cooperating in confidential matters, in

assisting individuals,, and in providing records.

14. Initial forms for securing pupil data should be

kept in the guidance folder until recorded, include ques-

tionnaires to pupils, and should be companion forms to

permanent records and guidance folders.

15. Permanent records should parallel guidance folder

but should be briefer; they need to be concise but compre-

hensive office records which should be kept in the

administrative office, and they must be coordinated with

College records.

16. Data from cumulative guidance folders should be

available only to teachers trained to use it wisely, kept

for every pupil from grades one to twelve, contain space

for recording all necessary information, and it should be

coordinated ',vith college records.

17. Data for counseling from health records should be

maintained by the nurse or examiner, based on three phys-

ical examinations during the twelve years, and should

follow state or county health records.

18. Sociometric data are lost valuable when it has

mimeographed directions, examples, and forms and when there

are conferences on interpretation and remediations.
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19. Autobiographies should be written by pupils at

least once every three years and general outlines for them

should be given to pupils by teachers.

20. Case studies should be made only in unusual cases

by capable teachers and the counselor or by the counselor.

When they are undertaken they should follow specified out-

lines.

21. Data from test results should be kept available

by including the profile in the guidance folder and by

recording test name, raw score, standard score, and rank in

class on records.

22. If anecdotal records are to be valuable sources

of data they should be preceded by mimeographed directions,

examples, and forms, in-service training for use, and then

be completed only upon the occurrence of a significant

episode.

23. Self-rating blanks should have in-service train-

ing in their use, mimeographed and adejuate directions,

and when they are used first by teachers and then by pupils.

24. College counselors are more conservative in

their ranking of items than high school counselors but

there are few significant differences in their ranks. In

spite of this, ranking on items such as father's name,

attendance, and personality tests indicate wide difference

in rank order.
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25. Variations In ranking from one item to another

and from one rank to another indicate that these 535 coun-

selors have done a highly selective type of ranking.

Recommendations

1. That the significance as Very Valuable, signifi-

cant as being necessary for inclusion in records, and the

rank order be used to select a list of the first 100 items.

This list should serve as basic and adequate counseling

data for records on state and local levels.

2. That counselors study the significance of itemsa

as Very Valuable, significance of items as to their being

included in records, and rank order to determine points of

emphasis in their use of pertinent data for counseling at

high school and college levels.

3. That in- service training, summer session programs,

extension courses, and regular courses give more emphasis

to sociometric techniques, problem check lists, autobieg-

raphies, parent questionnaires, scattergrame and soclograms

and group techniques in order to increase the number of

counselors accepting and using these items to assist in

the development of pertinent data for counseling.

4. That the findings in the section on organization

and presentation of data be used by counselors to assist

them in expansion of their programs of counseling.
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5. That further study be made of the availability of all

data pertinent for counseling and of items which pupils

help record.
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COPY

APPEEDIX A

HELENA, YONTALA

October 2, 1950

Wendell C. Allen, State Supervisor
Occupational Information & Guidance
State Board for Vocational Education
Olympia, Washington

Dear Wendell:

After the discussion at the Ninth National Conference re-
garding questionnaires, I am probably the first one who
has to mail them. However, I have tried to make the
questionnaire objective and easily answered. In my own
ex-oerience those ,n3ctionnaires I have objected to have
asked 1:or essay type or general answers, for all our free
material on guidance, or other vague information.

my thesis at Oregon State College under Dr. Franklin
Zeran, will complete 90 quarter hours of credit or the
two years beyond a Master's degree which is required for
a doctorate. My study of "Pertinent Data in Individual
Analysis" is limited to college and high school coun-
selors having at least twenty quarter hours of credit in
Guidance and Advanced Psychology and two years or more
of experience in counseling.

WILL YOU PLEASE ASSIST YE E LISTING. TIT NAL1S, TITLES,
AND ADDRESSES OF TT COLLEGE AND FIFTEEN TIC L SCHOOL
cauuLELoiis It YOUR STATE WL0 nRT ViESE QUALIFICATIONS?
Please fill out the questionnaire rapidly and feel free
to make any criticisms you wish of the questionnaire or
the letter. I am enclosin4 a copy of the coverin let-
ter, the questionnaire, aria a blank for listing these
names. ff these are sent by return mail it will be pos-
sible to [.et the material mailed out so that it will be
returned before Thanksgiving vacation. If I can be of
any help to you at any time, do not hesitate to call on
me.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ TRUMAN M. CHE1].EY, State Supervisor
Occunational Information & Guidance

T"C:plm
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Tih School Counselors

Name Title or Position Address

1.

2.
3.
4.

7.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

College Counselors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
a.
4.

9.
10.
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October 24, 1950
Helena, Montana

The literature on Individual Analysis seems to contain no method of determining sta-
tistically what information counselors would like to have about individuals coming
to them for assistance. You, as an experienced counselor, would like to have a part
indetermining what information is made available to you for counseling purposes.
Then, too, you want to know what data other experienced counselors would like to
have available for counseling.

In 1941 Leonard and Tucker made a study of practices of schools in Individual Analy-
sis. This study gave an excellent cross section of some of the negative and positive
practices. The information gathered by the schools at that time seems rather inade-
quate from the standpoint of present day counseling. For example: one of the start-
ling facts was the small percentage of secondary schools receiving comprehensive
counseling information from elementary schools; and another surprising fact was that
only two-thirds of the counselors had access to the Individual Inventory. These facts
seem to prove that in many cases, cumulative records may have been developed by a
group which did not include the counselor. Some of the categories used in the study
were too inclusiTie7e7/7such terms as "Medical Data", "Dental Data" and "Personal
Data") to be of use in this study. The categories in this study were purposely made
specific.

The purpose of this study is not to determine what is being done in the field of
Individual Analysis, but to determine:

I. What data experiencOd counselors have found pertinent, necessary and
valuable, in counseling pupils.

II. What experienced counselors have found to be the sources of data and to
what degree they have utilized these sources.

III. How counselors believe data should be organized, made available and
presented so that they may use it readily.

My theory is that information about the individual varies greatly in its actual value
in counseling. I hope to either prove or disprove this point. I am presenting these
questions to counselors who have had at least 20 hours in guidance and advanced psy-
chology and two years or more of experience in counseling. You will make a valuable
contribution to the field of counseling by giving me your frank opinions on the follow-
ing pages of the questionnaire. Please feel free to insert additions and criticisms.
In answering the questionnaire, base your answers on your experience with the average
counselee not on extreme cases. To help you, the following definitions are made:
1-Very Valuable, key material which is indispensable in practically all cases; 2-Val-
uable, very important in most (more than half) counseling cases; 3-Necessary, must-Ue
secured for every counselee but its value often varies greatly; 4-Seldom Necessary,
to be secured only if needed in special cases; 5-Never Necessary, not to be secured or
of no value in practically all cases. YOU WERE RECOMVENDED FOR THIS STUDY BY YOUR
STATE SUPERVISOR.

Sincerely yours,

TRUMAN M. CHENEY, State Supervisor
Occupational Information it, Guidance

TMC:pla
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Pagel

I. Please indicate what data are pertinent by marking each item either, 1-Very Val-

uable, 2-Valuable, 3-Necessary, 4-Seldom Necessary, or 5-Never Necessary in

counseling the student.

A. Personal Data:
.1 , Earth. Birth

I

Name", Age, Sex. Date i Place Occup.

Educa-i
tion 1

Citizen-
ship

Iratlon-
Race ality

_
All

,

pounselee: 1
I

1

Oother
I

Ifather ' t ,

,a..others !

. i

Uisters
i

1

1Others inf
home I I

1

B. Home Data: Language Spoken
Economic Status
size of Home
Ownership

C. Health Data:

Herig-
reight
Vision
Hearing
Teeth St Gums

Speech
Tonsils
Adenoids
Posture
Feet
Heart

Study Facilities Religious Affilia-

Location tion or Preference_
71arital Status Others(Name)

of Parents

Lungs
Glands
Thyroid
Abdomen
Skin
Scalp

Nutrition
Fatigue
Physical raturation
Personal Hygiene
Immunizations

D. School Data:

----77tF7ince
Functu al ity

Explanations of Absence
Explorations of Tardiness
Grrde Progress
Scholarship or Grades
Explanations of failing grades
Educational plans
Vocational plans
Activities in school
Honors in school
Special Interests
Anecdotal records
Explanations of unusual behavior
Entry into advanced schools
Counseling record
Honors, out of school
Schools attended(name,Looation)

Illnesses
Operations
Injuries
Neurotic symptoms(insecurity)
Psychotic symptoms(insanity)
Orthopedic(crippling condition)
Recomnendations of Dentist
Tlecommendations of Doctor
RecommenCations of Nurse

Others(Name)

Interest Tests
Aptitude tests(including intelli-
Personality tests gene
Achievement tests
Work Experience(part-tine, all)
qeasons for leavirg Jobs
Teachers' comments and recommrnda-

Hobbies tions

Attitude of hone toward school
Activities out of school
Subject Interests
Autobiographies
Sociometric data
Record of follow-up inquiries
Record of home visits
Record of parents' visits to school
A recent picture

----Other (Name)

Now will you mark an X in front of each item in this section which is seldom avail-

able for counseling. If you use pupils to help keep records up to date, indicate

by P, all items they help record.
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II. Please identify the sources of pertinent data about the counselee and indicate
to what degree you use them by marking them either, 1-Very Valuable, 2- 1aluable,
3-Necessary, 4-Seldom Necessary, or 5-Never Necessary.

1. Pupils:
Interviews Group techniques

Questionnaires Scattergrans

Tests Sociograms

Autobiographies Case Studies

Ph'rsical Exams Others (name)

2. Parents:

Visitation
Questionnaires
Interviewing
Conferences
Suggestions in Handbooks for Parents
Others (mare)

3. Teachers:
Interviewing
Case conferences
Sociometric Techniques
Autobiographies of pupils
Anecdotal Records
Rating of pupils

L. Friends:
Encouraging their assistance of those in need
Interviewing them only where necessary

Others (Name)

5. Other Schools:
Transcripts of Records
Original folder for each pupil or copies of all materials.
Confidential information where necessary
Others (Name)

6. Other Agencies:
All records of available data
Cooperation in confidential matters
Cooperation in assisting individuals

III.Please indicate how data should be organized and presented so that they may be

used readily. Till you indicate these by marking them either, 1-Very Valuable,
2-Valuable, 3-Necessary, 4-Seldom Necessary, or 5-Never Necessary.

1. Initial Forms:
Questionnaires to pupils Questionnaires completed only by inter-

Ouestionnaires to parents Others (Name) viewing

Kept in guidance folder unti=corded
Systematically distributed to families by the school to avoid duplica..

Companion forms to permanent records and guidance folders tion

2, Permanent Records:
Parallelinz guidance folders but briefer Coordinated with college re-

Kept in the principal's or superintendent's office cords

A concise but comprehensive office record Available on a very limited

Others (Name) basis
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3. Cumulative Guidance Folder:
nth space for recording practically all necessary information
Available to teachers trained to use it wisely Others (Name)

For every pupil from grades one to twelve
Kept in the elementary teacher's room and the high school counselor's
Coordinated with college records, to a reasonable degree office

pupils assisting in keeping records up to date (mark items with F in Part
I)

4. Health Records:
Maintained by the Nurse or Examiner Others (Name)

:<ept in Cumulative Guidance Folder
Following state or county Health records
physical eeams at least three times (e.g. grades 1, 5, and 10)

5. 5;ociometric Data:
Mimeographed directions, examples and forms
Done systematically, at least twice per year
Conferences on interpretation and remediation

Others (Name)

6. Autobiographies:
"iritten by pupils at least once every three years Others(Fae)
:general outlines presented to pupils by teachers
Typical autobiographies read by teachers

7. Case Studies:
Only in unusual cases Others (Fame)

Done by the counselor and capable teachers
Dore by designated and capable teachers
Done by the counselor
Following specified outlines

8. Test :?exults:
Include entire test in folder, as long as possible Others (Fame)

Include profile sheet only
aecoed-test name, raw score, percentile, standard score, rank in class,

etc.

9. Anecdotal aecords:
Mimeographed directions, examples, and forms Others (pare)

Completed systematically, for example, during the second and seventh
Completed only when a significant episode occurs in the life /month

In-service training for teachers on their use of a student

10. Self - ;eating Blanks:
Mimeographed, adequate directions
In- service training en their use
Used by teachers first, then by pupils

11. Other:

Your Name
Address

Position

Others (Fame)

This information is confidential and only for statistical purposes. If you use

pupil help on records, will you indicate on the back of this slieet ho':: you do it to

preserve the confidential nature of certain items? Summaries of this study will be

mailed to your State Sueervisor.
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TUE FIRST AND SECO':D FOLLOW-UP CA-iiDS
ZED TO INCREASE RETURNn ON TEE OJJ7STIONNAIRE

December 22, 1950 Helena, Montana

Recently we mailed you a questionnaire asking you to assist in
determining data most pertinent in counseling at college and
high school levels. Although we now have returns from 237 coun-
selors in forty states and Hawaii, we need your contribution to
increase the value of this study. Since busy people are the
ones who get things cone, we are asking you to spare twenty min-
utes of your time to assist us in securing a larger and more
representative sampling. The results of your training and ex-
perience in counseling are needed to complete the study of this
important phase of helping students.

TRUMAN M. CHENEY,

State Supervisor of Guidance Services

Helena, Montana

Dear Counselor: March 5, 1951

We have received completed questionnaires from of the Coll-
ege and High School Counselors selected by your-nate Super-
visor of Guidance Services for this study. At this time, we
have received almost 500 of the 745 questionnaires on "Perti-
nent Data in Individual Analysis for Counselors", but we need
your contribution to increase the value of this study. Will
751-1filease dig ddiin in that stack of papers, find our ques-
tionnaire and stamped envelope, read the directions quickly,
and then with the average counselee in mind, complete the
blank provided? May we have 20 minutes of your time and the
benefit of your expert opinion? If you are not able to find
the questionnaire, send us a postcard or note to let us know,

TRUMAN CHENEY, State Supervisor of Guidance Services


